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Abstract 
 
Here we present a dynamical simulation of a hydraulic constant tension [CT] system in SimulationX. 
The purpose of the simulation is to check the similarity of the simulated system and the real system. 
The real system is a 10 ton winch with CT function where the results from this test are compared with 
the results of the simulated system.  
We have successfully tested the winch system with CT function. This was done using pressure 
transmitters and flow sensors placed on the hydraulic motor blocks in combination with a load cell and 
a winch encoder to measure its behavior. All data from these sensors were logged and saved to later be 
compared with the simulated system.  
Our method to simulate the model in SimulationX proved to be a successful approach to achieve a real 
simulation of the CT system; this is because of the variable throttle valve function in SimulationX. 
With this valve function we control the system behavior by adding equations to the stroke signal of the 
variable throttle valve. 
Our main result of the CT system is of great significance to all users working with hydraulic operated 
systems and dynamical modeling. Because of the variable throttle valve function in SimulationX it is 
possible to do complex dynamical models of advanced hydraulic systems such as CT systems. This 
approach also helps to understand CT systems in depth. 
 
 
Keywords: Constant tension [CT], simulation, force difference, CVG compensator, constant tension 
adjust valve [CT adjust]. 
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1 Introduction 
Constant tension [CT] function on hydraulic winches is used in safe lifting operations in maritime 
environments. The most common use of CT is lifting a load from vessel to vessel, or raising and 
lowering a lifeboat from a seagoing vessel to the sea in rough weather 
 
With CT function it is possible to maintain a constant tension in the wir
a very useful function in a hydraulic system and is often referred to a “wave compensation” mode. 
system changes from a normal hoisting mode to a constant tension mode by the operator of the CT 
system. This switching of mode is keeping tension in the wire to avoid any slack and is pre
constant tension adjust valve [CT adjust
 
The main problem to solve is to 
real system. The real system is a practical test of the CT system to see its performance. 
problem that is supposed to be investigated in the CT system is the 
difference in force between the actual wire force and the force re
winch. 
 
This master thesis is stated together with 
MacGregor Hydramarine. They want to 
know how good a dynamical model of the 
CT system in SimulationX can be, and 
compare it with a real system performed by 
a practical test. It is then possible to see 
how large the force difference in
system actually is. 
 
Solving these topics demand
knowledge about the different components/
valves in the system. All valves have their 
systematic place in the hydraulic f
are not standardized in the SimulationX library, and the challenge in this part is to model these valves 
to work as intended. 
 
The strategy is to achieve knowledge of all the different val
factories that produce them. From this information 
the valves behavior. The results of these models are being compared with the datasheets from the 
factory to verify the similarity. Then at a later stage a practical test of the CT system is executed and 
the results from this test are being compared with the results from the simulated model. To perform the 
practical test a pre-start up procedure and a test 
step is missing when starting the winch.
 
This master thesis provides a total understanding of how the theoretical part 
practical part. This work and the possibility to cooperate with a profes
importance when choosing a master thesis.
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develop a dynamical model in SimulationX and compare it with the 
force difference
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2 System information 
This chapter describes the most important valves in the system. The valve that is given the most 
attention is the RVIA-LCN valve in fig 2.1 shown as valve number 2 in the motor block. In section 2.1 
a detailed description with figures are given that allows the reader to see how this valve works in 
normal position with valve number 8 closed, and in constant tension mode with valve number 8 in 
open position, fig 2.1. Further a brief description of the constant tension adjustment valve [CT adjust] 
is given since this one is controlling the pressure setting of the constant tension system, fig 2.3. The 
CVG main control valve is also described with its specifications.  
 
The CT on/off valve is the activation for the constant tension operation and is given an electrical signal 
when it is operated, but this is not described in detail in this report, fig 2.3.  
 
In this chapter several sources were used to obtain a better understanding of the system ([3]), ([4]), 
([5]). 
          
 
2.1 Pressure Relief valve RVIA-LCN  
The RVIA-LCN valve number 2 on fig 2.1 is an important valve together with the CT adjust valve 
when the winch is running in constant tension mode. Fig 2.1 shows the main symbol to the left with 
the placing inside the motor block to the right.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.1 Main symbol of the RVIA-LCN and the placing in the motor block 
 
 
  
1
2
3
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The cross section of the RVIA-LCN shows that the valve has three ports; inlet port (1), outlet port (2) 
and a vent port (3), fig 2.2. When the pressure at the inlet port reaches the setting of the spring, the 
valve starts opening to outlet port. The vent port makes the valve suitable for remote control by other 
pilot or 2- way valves as valve number 8, fig 2.1. 
 
The spring force and the vent pressure are closing the RVIA-LCN valve. The cross-section of this 
valve with the different elements, flows and operating pressures helps understanding this valve a lot 
easier, fig 2.2. 
 
 
 
Fig 2.2 Cross section of the RVIA-LCN valve with its connections and different elements 
 
 
2.1.1 Technical information RVIA-LCN 
Model number: RV I A - L C N 
 
 
Tab 2.1 Technical information the RVIA-LCN 
RV Valve type 
I 480 l/min 
A Vented relief port 
L Standard screw adjustment 
C Operating pressure 10-420 bar 
Spool leakage between port 1 and port 2 at 70 bar. 0.03-0.08 l/min 
Response time 10 ms 
Port 3 pilot flow 0.197-0.262 l/min 
 
 
Tab 2.1 shows the information regarding this valve, with the most important values as operating 
pressure, flow and spool leakage. 
  
2
1
3
Port 1 - Inlet
Port 2 - Outlet
Port 3 - Vent
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2.1.2 Operation modes of RVIA-LCN 
The following section shows how the RVIA-LCN valve is working when the vent port 3 is remote 
controlled by a 2-way pilot-to-open valve in closed and in open position. RVIA-LCN is actually a 2-
stage pressure valve and can be operated at two different pressure levels by controlling the pilot 
operated 2-way valve DKDS-XHN. With the 2-way valve closed the system has max operating 
pressure at 250 bar. With the 2-way valve open it is possible to relieve the setting of the valve below 
the original setting to a pressure controlled by CT adjust valve BVI PM22. The system is not operating 
in constant tension mode before CT on/off valve is activated, fig 2.3. (Appendix B) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.3 Hydraulic flow diagram showing the working principle of the RVIA-LCN 
  
Load holding valve
DKDS-XHN
RVIA-LCN
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2.1.3 Pilot operated valve in closed position 
In normal hoisting and lowering mode the RVIA-LCN is in closed position and has the same operating 
pressure in port 1 and port 3, fig 2.4.  In closed position no pressure is acting on the pilot port PIL2 to 
activate the 2-way valve DKDS-XHN since CT on/off is closed, fig 2.3.  
 
 
The 2- way pilot operated valve has following ports, tab 2.2: 
  
Tab 2.2 Overview of the ports in the 2-way valve 
Port 1 Inlet 
Port 2 Outlet 
Port 3 Pilot port 
Port 4 Drain port 
 
 
Fig 2.4 Cross section view with RVIA-LCN with the pilot operated valve in closed position  
 
 
When the system is at maximum pressure the valve does not open before the pressure at the inlet port 
1 reaches the setting of the spring force (pilot spring), fig 2.2. The RVIA valve opens because of the 
differential pressure across the piston orifice. The spool back pressure and the vent pressure at port 3 
causes the pilot stage to open leaving a throttling flow to tank port 2.  
 
When the spool starts opening, the oil flows from inlet port 1 to tank port 2. The area at inlet port 
means the valve opens at the set pressure of the main spring. The valve does not close before the 
pressure at port 1 is equal or below the back pressure and the valve has regained the balance again, fig 
2.5. 
The pilot spring has a crack pressure of 320 bar, this opens if the pressure rises above its setting. The 
back pressure at the main spring is then relieved and oil flows through the throttle area to tank. The 
main spring (slack spring) is then opening, allowing oil to flow from inlet port 1 to tank port 2. When 
pressure in port 1 and back pressure is equal or below the crack pressure the pilot spring close, which 
leads to an increase in the back pressure. When this pressure plus the main spring setting exceeds the 
inlet port pressure, the main spool closes. The main spring is a slack spring with an assumed crack 
pressure between 5-12 bar. 
2
1
3
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Fig 2.5 Cross section view of the RVIA-LCN with the pilot-to-open valve in closed position 
 
2.1.4 Pilot operated valve in open position 
With the 2-way valve in open position it is possible to remote control the RVIA-LCN valve to a 
pressure below the original value, in this case the pressure set by the CT adjust valve, fig 2.3. With the 
2-way valve in open position the area behind the piston is vented at port 3. In constant tension mode 
when the winch is pulling in wire the connection from port 1 to port 2 is closed. When winch is paying 
out wire the only direction the oil flows is through the RVIA from port 1 to port 2 in a loop through 
the motor. The load is actual pulling wire of the winch. 
 
With the pilot operated vented relief valve used in combination with a 2-way valve connected on the 
vent port, it is possible to unload the pump at a low pressure with the 2-way valve open, or to achieve 
full system pressure with the 2-way valve closed. 
 
 
Fig 2.6 Cross section view of the RVIA-LCN with the pilot-to-open valve in open position 
  
2
1
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2.2 Constant Tension pressure relief valve  
 
This is the external pressure relief valve used for the constant tension system. The set pressure on the 
valve has no influence on the system before the 2-way pilot operated valve DKDS-XHN is activated, 
fig 2.3. When pressure at port P exceeds the spring force the volume flows off to tank port T, fig 2.7. 
 
The force of the proportional solenoid counteracts the spring force, and the operating pressure 
decreases with an increasing solenoid current (inverse function). 
 
Fig 2.7 Pressure relief valve used for constant tension system with inverse function 
 
2.2.1 Technical information BVI PM22  
Tab 2.3 shows the information regarding the CT adjust valve 
Model number: BVI PM22 
 
  
Tab 2.3 Technical information of the constant tension adjust valve 
B Pressure relief valve 
V Pilot operated 
I Proportional inverse 
PM22 Screw in cartridge M22 x1.5  
Volume flow 5-100 l/min 
Peak pressure: Pmax 400 bar 
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2.3 Control Valve Group 
 
Fig 2.8 In CT mode the right position of the spool valve number 4 is activated 
 
2.3.1 Control Valve Group Technical data 
Technical information of the CVG, tab 2.4: 
  
Tab 2.4 Technical information CVG 
Operating pressure: P, A, B, LS 350 bar 
External pilot pressure: Pp 45 bar 
Nominal flow (5 bar pressure drop over one control edge) Q=500 l/min 
Response time 300 ms 
 
 
2.3.2 Control Valve Group main spool  
Tab 2.5 shows the technical information of the main spool number 4, fig 2.8:  
 
Tab 2.5 Technical information main spool 
Spool stroke 8 mm 
Overlap 1.5 mm 
Flow area over one control edge Af =0-375 mm2 
Spool diameter D=40 mm 
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2.3.3 Control Valve Group compensator 
The compensator number 54, fig 2.8 maintains a constant pressure drop over the main spool. If the 
pressure drop over the main spool is too low the compensator adjust to give more oil flow to the 
system. If the pressure drop over the main spool is too low it is closing to reduce the flow. Pressure 
drop is kept constant over the main spool to keep flow constant and independent of the load. The 
compensator spring is adjustable from 3-12 bar. The load sensing signal (LS-signal) from shuttle valve 
7 helps the compensator spring to keep the compensator spool in an open position, fig 2.8. The 
pressure before the main spool port P is the closing force of the compensator. 
 
2.3.4 Operating principle of the Control Valve Group 
When the proportional pilot valve, number 50 is operated, the main spool changes to one of the 
operating positions: port A or port B. If pressure in port A or port B exceeds the setting of the pressure 
relief valve, number 6, the compensator starts to operate as a pressure reduction valve. The 
compensator is then operating to keep pressure drop over main spool constant and flow constant and 
independent of load, fig 2.8.  
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3 System behavior in constant tension 
Constant tension operation is a wave motion compensation intended for safe load handling operations. 
This chapter deals with CT system and how the oil flows in the system. The oil flows in two different 
directions through the motor blocks when operated in CT. How much oil that flows into the system is 
regulated by the pressure compensator in the CVG. The hydraulic flow diagram consists of two parts: 
the winch system and the main control system, fig 3.1and fig 3.2.  
 
3.1 Hydraulic flow diagram 
 
Fig 3.1 Hydraulic flow diagram of the winch, motors and the motor blocks  
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Fig 3.2 Hydraulic flow diagram of the main control valve system  
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3.1.1 Normal Hoisting and Lowering operation 
In normal operation mode the 2-way valve DKDS-XHN inside the motor block is in closed position, 
fig 3.1. This means that port PIL2 is not activated since the CT on/off valve is closed, fig 3.2. CT 
on/off is not given an electrical signal to be activated. The amount of oil flow to the system is 
regulated by the compensator in the CVG. When activating the main spool the oil flows through the 
motor blocks, over the motors and back through the main spool to tank. In a hoisting mode the same 
oil also flows through the small restriction valve, number 9, fig 2.8, on the LSW line to port MX2 on 
the motor block. This flow and the spring setting are the closing forces of the RVIA-LCN. Since the 
flow does not move in this area the pressure is the same as the pressure needed to hoist the load, fig 
3.1 and fig 3.2. This means that RVIA-LCN never opens during normal operation.  
3.1.2 Constant tension operation 
To operate this system the load, e.g. a container on another vessel, is in position on the deck of the 
other vessel. To maintain a specific force in the wire, the CT on/off valve, fig 3.2, is given an electrical 
signal and switch the valve position from closed to open state. The oil flows from PP-port on the main 
control valve with a pressure of 45 bar. This signal is relieving the gear brakes, fig 3.1, and activates 
the pilot port on valve DKDS-XHN so that the valve switches from closed to open position, fig 3.1. 
Both ships are affected by wave motions, but with different phase. From the crane’s point of view the 
payload will appear to be moving.  
 
Since the system is trying to maintain constant wire force it appears three possible system states, tab 
3.1: 
  
Tab 3.1 Three possible system states in CT 
1 Wire force larger than CT force 
2 Wire force less than CT force 
3 Wire force equal to CT force 
 
To go from one state to another, the constant tension setting force is set by the CT adjust valve, fig 3.2. 
If the pressure is too high the valve starts opening relieving the flow to tank. 
 
The CT force is controlled by the crack pressure in the RVIA-LCN. This crack pressure is in turn set 
by adjusting the crack pressure of the CT adjust valve. To determine this crack pressure, the pressure 
drop over the motor is found from the desired wire force. These calculations are shown in section 0. 
3.2 Case 1: Load falling in Constant Tension mode 
 
Fig 3.3 Direction of the flow when load is falling down 
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In fig 3.3 the compensator closes for the pump flow and is only working as a replenishment of oil 
leakage. When the load is moving downwards in a wave the direction of the oil is marked with arrows. 
It is the constant tension adjust valve (CTA) that sets the pressure in the system. Oil flows in a loop 
through the motor and the RVIA-LCN.  
 
The load drives the winch forcing the motors to work as pumps and suck oil from the RVIA-LCN 
valve when the load is falling downward. Some of the oil also flows of to tank, by following port B on 
the motor block.  
 
This means that the oil flows in a loop inside the motor block until the load reaches another condition 
when it moves upward. 
 
3.3 Case 2: Load hoisting in Constant Tension mode 
 
 
Fig 3.4 Direction of the flow when winch is hoisting the load 
 
When the winch is hoisting the load, oil flows in the direction as marked with arrows. The motor then 
acts as a motor again, being driven by the pump. When the load is at the top of the wave the system 
enters case 1 again, tab 3.1. 
 
If the CT adjust valve, fig 3.2, is set too high it is possible to lift the load above the surface. On the 
other hand if the CTA relief valve is set too low, the wire may get slack, leading to a jerk that may 
snap the wire when the motor finally kicks in. Neither of these scenarios are desirable. That is why it is 
important to test the CTA adjustment to be sure it is set on the correct pressure.  
 
The pump is giving all the flow to the system in this case, and the flow is leaving directly to tank from 
the motor.  The flow that enters port MX1 comes from the left motor block so that both motors operate 
in constant tension, fig 3.4.  
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4 Hydraulic Winch Calculations 
In chapters 2 and 3 it is explained how the constant tension system operates with most of its features 
involved. This chapter contains the hydraulic and mechanical calculation of the system. Some 
parameters are important to know before starting this work. For example how big a hydraulic power 
unit [HPU] is supposed to be used and what the winch parameters are like drum diameter and drum 
width. Further on is a mechanical situation of the CT mode set up to better describe the motion of the 
winch. Some important calculations are the constant tension pressure settings (CTA settings) at 
different wire forces. Some factors are needed to know to perform calculations of the system, these 
factors are given in, tab 4.1. 
4.1 Winch calculation parameters. 
The pump used in this system is a variable displacement pump PV270, with a pump pressure set at p = 250	bar. The rotational speed of the el-motor is approximately n = 1488	rpm notified from 
the sign of the motor. 
 
Tab 4.1 Calculation of parameters given this system 
Safety factor S 5 Unit 
Payload m 10000 kg 
Wire diameter d 24 mm 
Drum diameter d 622 mm 
Drum width dl 650 mm 
Number of gear  2 pcs 
Gear ratio i 56.8  
Mechanical efficiency gear η 0.94  
Motor Displacement D 107 cm3/rev 
Mechanical efficiency motor η  0.90  
Hydraulic efficiency motor η!  0.96  
 
The parameters in tab 4.1 are constants for the specific type of winch used in the test system 
 
Slip factor of the el-motor: 
 slip = 1488	rpm1500	rpm = 0.992 (4.1)
 
The max flow the pump delivers at  n = 	1488	rpm is calculated from the pump displacement. The 
displacement is found the following way: 
 
 D = &'()*+,-./((+	∙	&1			 = 4.297 ∙ 103 + (4.2) 
 
Angular velocity of the pump: 
 
 4 = &1	∙		567( 	= &1	∙	/899	7( = 155.82 :  (4.3) 
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This gives the actual pump flow which the pump delivers with a volumetric efficiency for the pump of 
0.95: 
 Q = η!<Dω = 0.95 ∙ 4.297 ∙ 103 + 	 ∙ 155.82 : = 6.36 ∙ 10@ 	+:  (4.4) 
    
 Q = 6.36 ∙ 10@ +: ∙ 10@ ∙ 60 = 382	 A5 (4.5) 
 
The power delivered by the pump is: 
 
 P = C6∆
ηEFE = 7.@7∙/(
+*+G 	∙	&3(H3	<(.93 	= 187058W = 187	kW (4.6) 
 
A pump with displacement D< = 270 K+H!  delivers a flow of Q = 382	 A5 This is less than the main 
spool in the CVG can handle, which is a flow of Q = 580 A5. 
 
Two motors take 50% of the oil flow each: 
 Q/,& = Q2 = 382
lmin2 = 191 lmin (4.7)
 
The motor speed is calculated by the motor displacement: 
 
 D = /(')*+,-./((+∙&1			 = 1.703 ∙ 103 + (4.8) 
 
This gives the following motor speed: 
 ω = C6∙	M.NO* = /P/
Q*RS	∙	(.P77(∙/(((∙/.'(@∙/(TU	*+,VW	 = 180	
:  (4.9) 
 
 n = X*∙	7(&1 = /9(
,VWG 	∙	7(&1 = 1719	rpm (4.10) 
 
Because the pump flow is smaller than the CVG capacity, the speed of the winch reduces since the oil 
flow is controlling the speed of the winch. 
4.2 Mechanical winch calculations 
This section introduces the calculations of the different parameters on each layer of the winch. The 
total number of layers on the winch is 6. Further calculation of the winch parameters gives an 
overview of what kind of pressures and forces that acts on the winch and in the winch system. When 
the winch is running in constant tension mode, the crane is only pulling of wire from the sixth layer, 
and is not switching between fifth and sixth layer. Calculations are done for the first 6 layers of the 
winch.  
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The following parameters are used for calculation of the system, tab 4.2:  
 
   
Tab 4.2 Parameters used for calculation 
Payload mpl 10000 kg 
Wire mass mw 2.70 kg/m 
Gravity g 9.81 m/s2 
Wire diameter dw 24 mm 
Drum diameter ddr 622 mm 
Drum width dl 650 mm 
Drum thickness tdr 40 mm 
 
 
The increase in diameter on each layer on the winch is:    
 
 2 ∙ 0.8d = 2 ∙ 0.8 ∙ 24	mm = 38.4	mm (4.11) 
 
 
Number of turns for each layer: 
 nYZ5: = Q[ = 73(	&8	 = 27	turns	on	winch (4.12) 
      
 
 
The pitch circle diameter (PCD) of the winch:  
 
 PCD = (d + d) + 2 ∙ 0.8d (4.13) 
 
 
Tab 4.3 Calculation of the pitch circle diameter (PCD) 
Layers PCD on each layer PCD Unit 
1 PCD/ = 622mm+ 24mm 646.0 mm 
2 PCD& = 646mm+ 2 ∙ 0.8 ∙ 24mm 684.4 mm 
3 PCD@ = 684.4mm+ 2 ∙ 0.8 ∙ 24mm 722.8 mm 
4 PCD8 = 722.8mm+ 2 ∙ 0.8 ∙ 24mm 761.2 mm 
5 PCD3 = 761.2mm+ 2 ∙ 0.8 ∙ 24mm 799.6 mm 
6 PCD7 = 799.6mm+ 2 ∙ 0.8 ∙ 24mm 838.0 mm 
 
 
 
Equation (4.13) shows the PCD of the winch and is used in equation (4.14) to calculate the wire length 
on each layer of the winch, tab 4.4. 
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Length of wire on each layer:  
 L = nYZ5: ∙ π ∙ (PCD)		  (4.14) 
 
Tab 4.4 Calculation of the wire length on each layer 
 
Layers 
 
Length of wire for each layer 
 L  Unit 
1 L/ = 27 ∙ pi ∙ 646	mm10@  54.8 m 
2 L& = 27 ∙ pi ∙ 684.4	mm10@  58.1 m 
3 L@ = 27 ∙ pi ∙ 722.8	mm10@  61.3 m 
4 L8 = 27 ∙ pi ∙ 761.2	mm10@  64.6 m 
5 L3 = 27 ∙ pi ∙ 799.6	mm10@  67.8 m 
6 L7 = 27 ∙ pi ∙ 838.0	mm10@  71.1 m 
 
The total length of wire:   
 LhiY = ∑ L7Ak/  (4.15) 
 
 
Tab 4.5 Calculation of the total length of wire used on the winch 
 
Layers 
 
Length of wire for each layer 
 LYiY  Unit 
1 LYiY/ = L/ 54.8 m 
2 LYiY& = L/ + L& 112.9 m 
3 LYiY@ = L/ + L& + L@ 174.2 m 
4 LYiY8 = L/ + L& + L@ + Ll8 238.8 m 
5 LYiY3 = L/ + L& + L@ + ml8 + ml3 306.6 m 
6 LYiY7 = L/ + L& + L@ + ml8 + ml3 + ml7 377.7 m 
 
 
Equation (4.15) calculates the total length of wire on the winch, tab 4.5.  
 
 
The wire mass is given by 2.70 n   ([6]). The total length of wire outside the winch were calculated to LAH = 50m, during testing of the system.  
 
 
The wire mass can be calculated as: 
 m = mLAH = 2.70 n ∙ 50m = 135kg (4.16) 
 
Minimum breaking load of wire:  
 
 MBL = (m +m)g ∙ S = (108kg + 135kg) ∙ 9.81:r ∙ 5 = 497122s (4.17) 
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The diameter of the wire is chosen from the datasheet with respect to the Minimum Breaking Load. 
The selected wire diameter of the system is then d = 24	mm.   
 
The drum moment is given by:    
 T = um +mvg ∙ <wO&  (4.18) 
 
 
The total mass the system is lifting is the payload mass plus the mass of wire. 
 
Tab 4.6 Calculation of the winch moment 
 
Layers 
 
Drum moment 
 T  Unit 
1 T/ = (108kg + 135kg)	9.81	 ms& ∙ 646	mm2 ∙ 10@  32114 Nm 
2 T& = (108kg + 135kg)	9.81	 ms& ∙ 684.4	mm2 ∙ 10@  34023 Nm 
3 T@ = (108kg + 135kg)	9.81	 ms& ∙ 722.3	mm2 ∙ 10@  35931 Nm 
4 T8 = (108kg + 135kg)	9.81	 ms& ∙ 761.2	mm2 ∙ 10@  37840 Nm 
5 T3 = (108kg + 135kg)	9.81	 ms& ∙ 799.6	mm2 ∙ 10@  39749 Nm 
6 T7 = (108kg + 135kg)	9.81	 ms& ∙ 838.0	mm2 ∙ 10@  41658 Nm 
 
The gear moment is given by the following equation and is shown in, tab 4.7:  
 T = hW,&	∙	M*xy (4.19) 
    
Tab 4.7 Calculation of the gear moment with respect to the number of gears 
 
Layers 
 
Gear moment 
 T  Unit 
1 T/ = T/2 ∙ η = 32114	Nm2 ∙ 0.94  17081 Nm 
2 T& = T&2 ∙ η = 34023	Nm2 ∙ 0.94  18097 Nm 
3 T@ = T@2 ∙ η = 35931	Nm2 ∙ 0.94  19112 Nm 
4 T8 = T@2 ∙ η = 37840	Nm2 ∙ 0.94  20128 Nm 
5 T3 = T@2 ∙ η = 39749	Nm2 ∙ 0.94  21143 Nm 
6 T7 = T@2 ∙ η = 41658	Nm2 ∙ 0.94  22158 Nm 
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The motor moment is given by equation (4.20) with the results shown in tab 4.8: 
 T = hyAy∙	M*xN (4.20) 
   
Tab 4.8 Calculation of the motor moment for each motor 
 
Layers 
 
Motor moment 
 T  Unit 
1 T/ = T/i ∙ η =
17081	Nm56.8 ∙ 0,9  334 Nm 
2 T& = T&i ∙ η =
18097	Nm56.8 ∙ 0,9  354 Nm 
3 T@ = T@i ∙ η =
19112	Nm56.8 ∙ 0,9  374 Nm 
4 T8 = T8i ∙ η =
20128	Nm56.8 ∙ 0,9  393 Nm 
5 T3 = T3i ∙ η =
21143	Nm56.8 ∙ 0,9  414 Nm 
6 T7 = T7i ∙ η =
22158	Nm56.8 ∙ 0,9  433 Nm 
 
 
The winch moment of inertia is telling how slow the winch is to accelerate about its axis. The higher 
the winch radius is including the wire, the more difficult it is to accelerate the winch since the 
moments of inertia is increasing for every layer.  
The winch has been calculated to a total mass of 923 kg.  The outer radius is the half of the PCD and 
the inner radius is the diameter of the winch minus the thickness of the drum, set to 40mm, tab 4.9.      
The drum inertia in tab 4.9 is calculated by the equation: 
 
 I = /& (m +m) ∙ (Ri& + RA&) (4.21) 
 
  
Tab 4.9 Calculation of the winch inertia 
 
Layers 
 
Drum inertia for each layer  
 I  Unit 
1 I/ = 12 (1023kg + 923kg) ∙ ((0.323m)& + (0.271m)&) 173 kgm& 
2 I& = 12 (1023kg + 923kg) ∙ ((0.342m)& + (0.271m)&) 185 kgm& 
3 I@ = 12 (1023kg + 923kg) ∙ ((0.361m)& + (0.271m)&) 198 kgm& 
4 I8 = 12 (1023kg + 923kg) ∙ ((0.381m)& + (0.271m)&) 212 kgm& 
5 I3 = 12 (1023kg + 923kg) ∙ ((0.400m)& + (0.271m)&) 222 kgm& 
6 I7 = 12 (1023kg + 923kg) ∙ ((0.419m)& + (0.271m)&) 242 kgm& 
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4.3 Constant Tension adjust valve setting 
Constant tension pressure setting is given by:  
 
 pKY = h*M*xy∙O* (4.22) 
 
Tab 4.10 Pressure in the system on different layers 
 
Layers 
 
Constant tension setting 
 pKY  Unit 
1 pKY/ = T/
η ∙ D =
355Nm
0.94 ∙ 1.7 ∙ 10}3 	m@rad ∙ 103pa		
 
209 bar 
2 pKY& = T&
η ∙ D =
376Nm
0.94 ∙ 1.7 ∙ 10}3 	m@rad ∙ 103pa		
 
221 bar 
3 pKY@ = T@
η ∙ D =
397Nm
0.94 ∙ 1.7 ∙ 10}3 	m@rad ∙ 103pa		
 
233 bar 
4 pKY8 = T@
η ∙ D =
418Nm
0.94 ∙ 1.7 ∙ 10}3 	m@rad ∙ 103	pa	
 
246 bar 
5 pKY3 = T@
η ∙ D =
440Nm
0.94 ∙ 1.7 ∙ 10}3 	m@rad ∙ 103	pa	
 
258 bar 
6 pKY7 = T@
η ∙ D =
461Nm
0.94 ∙ 1.7 ∙ 10}3 	m@rad ∙ 103pa		
 
270 bar 
 
 
In equation (4.22) the constant tension pressure setting is calculated with the results in tab 4.10 for 
each layer.  
 
4.4 Hose and pipe sizing 
The hoses in the system are dimensioned by these formulas: 
 
Qhose = vlow ∙ Ahose (4.23)
 di:H = 4 ∙ Ai:Hπ  (4.24)
Qi:H: System flow [l/min] 
vi: Velocity of the oil flow [m/s] 
Ai:H: Area of the hose [mm&] 
di:H: Hose diameter [mm] 
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4.5 Wire and load calculations 
4.5.1 Force analysis of the mechanical load situation 
The constant tension system is used in lifting and lowering operations from vessel to vessel. The wire 
is modeled as a spring with upper and lower mass force. If the load were in contact with the water, 
forces like buoyancy drag force is acting on the system otherwise these two forces are neglected. The 
system showed in this section deals with the problem lifting operations from vessel to vessel in rough 
seas, fig 4.1. The calculations in this section are based on the material given this project, tab 4.1. 
 
 
Fig 4.1 Force analysis of the mechanical load situation 
 
Upper wire force:  
 F = mg = 135kg ∙ 9.81:r = 1324	N (4.25) 
 
Lower wire force:  
 F = mg = 135kg ∙ 9.81:r = 1324	N (4.26) 
 
Payload force:   
 F = (m +m)g = (135kg + 10000kg) ∙ 9.81:r = 99424	N (4.27) 
 
Equation (4.25) and equation (4.26) shows the mass of the wire which needs to be included into the 
model. The mass of wire is based on a wire length of 50m. The upper wire force and lower wire force 
are the forces that comes from the wire, this mass is calculated the same way as equation (4.16): 
 
 m, = 2.70
kgm ∙ 50m2 = 135	kg (4.28)
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This is the correct mass of wire due to the weight of the wire.  
 
Spring stiffness ([6]):  
 k = [∙[EFE = /.8//	
*r∙	@@3r3(×/(((r = 938000	  (4.29) 
 
 
The spring stiffness in equation (4.29) has these factors for calculation of a cable/wire, ([6]): 
 
• E: This is the effective modulus of a steel cable with a factor of 140000 r and is less than 
the modulus of the material which it is made of. 
• A: This is the effective area or the metallic area with a factor of 335mm& and is less than the 
area of a circle with the same diameter as used in equation (4.11). 
 
 
Damping of contact:   
 b = 50000	:  (4.30) 
 
Initial displacement:   
 xi = u[6Qvn[ = u&3(	n/(
	nv∙P.9/	*Gr&98&8&.8	* = 0.354m (4.31) 
 
 
Damping of contact of the wire is set to a value of 50000  and the initial displacement of the 
payload is set to be 235mm below the drum.   
 
4.5.2 Buoyancy and drag forces 
The load case for this system is that the load is placed on a ship deck and not in the water, and from 
that the buoyancy force and the drag force is neglected. If the load case where supposed to be in the 
water this two forces had to be taken into account, and that is why they are shown in equation (4.32) 
and (4.33).   
 
Buoyancy force: 
 F = (m +m)g × 0.2 = (135kg + 1000kg) ∙ 9.81:r ∙ 0.2 = 2227	N (4.32) 
 
The buoyancy force is calculated based on a factor 0.2 (20%), this is the factor when the load is 
floating in the water and shows how much uplift (buoyancy) there is.   
 
Drag force:  
 FO = /& ∙ ρ ∙ v& ∙ CO ∙ A = /& ∙ 10@ n+ ∙ payload. v	: ∙ 1.8 ∙ 1.5m& 
 
= 1350 ∙ payload. v	[N] (4.33) 
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The drag force is calculated from different factors as shown in equation (3.30) with a drag coefficient 
of 1.8 and a projected area of 1.5	mm&.  
 
4.5.3 The input heave signal of the drum and wire force 
The input signal to the drum actuated from the heave travel motion is given in, equation (4.34). When 
testing the actual system, an external crane pulling out wire from the winch is used. A load cell 
mounted in the wire sheave is measuring the force. In equation (4.35) for period, the frequency is set 
to f: = 0.1Hz just to have a load case to simulate.  
 
The heave travel / input signal is given with an amplitude of  Z = 1.0m:  
 
 y(t) = Z sin(wt) = 1.0 sin(2πf: ∙ t) = 1.0 sin(2π ∙ 0.1 ∙ t) [m] (4.34) 
 
With a frequency of f: = 0.1Hz this gives the following periodic time: 
     
 T: = /G = /(./ = 10s (4.35) 
 
The heave velocity is: 
    
 v(t) = 1.0 ∙ 2π ∙ 0.1 sin(0.628t) = 0.628 sin(0.628t) [: ] (4.36) 
 
Wire elongation:   
 ∆L = x = (y(t) + x) − x	[m] (4.37) 
 
Wire elongation rate:   
 ∆v = x = (v(t) + v) − v	[: ] (4.38) 
 
From the heave travel the heave velocity can easily be calculated, equation (4.36).  
 
It is now possible to define the wire force in the system. The second order differential equation is 
calculated by taking the sum of the wire elongation times the spring stiffness and adds it to the sum of 
wire elongation rate multiplied with the contact of damping. 
 
The wire force F  is then calculated from the second order differential equation; mass, damper and 
spring equation as: 
 
 F = mx ∙ bx ∙ kx	[N]	 (4.39)
    
 F = b ∙ ∆v + k ∙ ∆L	[s] (4.40)
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4.6 Servo valve dynamics, Control Valve Group 
The frequency of the CVG main spool is: 
 
f = 1T = 1300ms = 1300ms1000 = 3.333	Hz (4.41)
 
The closed loop second order transfer function of the CVG main spool is: 
 
GK!(s) = ω5&s& + 2ζω5& +ω5& =
11ω5& s& + 1ω5 2ζs + 1
 (4.42)
 
GK!(s) = 11(2πf)& s& + 12πf 2ζs + 1
= 114π&f& s& + 1πf ζs + 1
 (4.43)
 
GK!(s) = 114π& ∙ 3.333& s& + 1π ∙ 3.333 ζs + 1
= 12.28e}@s& + 0.0955ζs + 1 (4.44)
 GK!(s) =
12.28e}@s& + 0.09552.28e}@ ζs + 12.28e}@
= 438.6s& + 41.91ζs + 438.6 (4.45)
 
It is assumed that the CVG is critical damped so the value of zeta is: 
 ζ = 1 (4.46)
ζ: Damping ratio 
 
Natural frequency: 
 ω5& = 438.6 (4.47)
 ω5 = √438.6 = 20.94 radsec (4.48)
 2ζω5 = 2 ∙ 1 ∙ 20.94 radsec = 41.88Nsm  (4.49)
 GK!(s) = 438.6s& + 41.88s + 438.6 (4.50)
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Fig 4.2 shows the step response for the CVG at different zeta values. In this system to model in 
SimulationX it is chosen a critical damped system with zeta equal to 1. The step response is the time it 
takes to reach 63%. In this system it takes a time of t=0.1s to reach the step response. This time could 
be used in the SimulationX model by adding dynamic to the system ([7]). 
 
 
 
Fig 4.2 Step response and bode plot of the main spool valve 
 
 
The CVG valve has the following bandwidth frequency ([8]): 
 
 
ω£ = ω5¤(1 − 2ζ&) + ¥(4ζ8 − 4ζ& + 2) (4.51)
 
 
ω£ = 20.94¤(1 − 2 ∙ 1&) + ¥(4 ∙ 18 − 4 ∙ 1& + 2) = 13.48 radsec 
(4.52)
 
 
The bandwidth frequency is found at -3dB below the zero line in the bode magnitude plot, fig 4.2. 
([8])  
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Fig 4.3 Nyquist diagram and RootLocus plot of the main spool valve  
 
The system is stable since the poles are in the left half plane of the Nyquist and the RootLocus plot. 
The Nyquist diagram also shows that there are no encirclements of -1 in the left half plane and the 
system is stable fig 4.3 ([9]). 
 
Tab 4.11 shows the different parameter for the step respons, these values are found by using Matlab. 
([7])  
Tab 4.11 Parameters for the step response, found in matlab   
Rise time T 0.1604 
Settling time T: 0.2785 
Settling min T:,A5 0.9025 
Settling max T:, 1.0000 
Over shoot %OS 0 
Under shoot  0 
Maxpeak  1.0000 
Peak time T 0.6528 
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5 Test preparations of the system 
To prepare for the upcoming test period it is important to have an idea about how this should be done 
and have it written down in detail, which is the objective of this chapter. The hydraulic flow diagrams, 
fig 3.1 and fig 3.2, have now been combined into one diagram which also shows the hydraulic power 
unit [HPU].  The following sections shows specifically where to put the different pressure transmitters 
and flow transmitters, and how this is connected to the programmable logical controller [PLC] 
together with the valves needed to test/simulate the CT operation. A detailed test procedure shows 
how the mechanical system/winch system is operated, and in what order this is done. At the end of this 
chapter the hydraulic system together with the electrical is explained in depth. 
 
5.1 Mechanical winch system 
 
Fig 5.1 Mechanical system and its working principles 
 
4.1.1 Function of the mechanical system 
The wire from the winch goes to the top of the test jig over the upper wire sheave with a load cell 
placed in the centre, down to a lower wire sheave on the ground and back up to the crane. To avoid 
any contact between the wire from the winch and the wire from the crane, the crane needs to be out of 
centre to work properly, fig 5.1.  
The wire from the winch is connected to an anchor of the crane, this gives the actual distance to travel. 
This distance is variable since the crane is hoisting 15 seconds and lowering 15 seconds in a total of 
one minute.    
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5.2 Hydraulic system design 
In order to test the SimulationX model, a test of the physical system is required. To simulate the wave 
motion and payload, a crane is used to pull the wire with varying force. The test that is performed is 
suited to answer the following questions: 
• What is the force difference between the actual and required wire force. 
• How sensitive is the CTA-setting? 
• What pressure levels are found in the system? 
• What flows are found in the system? 
• How well does the current SimulationX model compare to the physical system? 
When these questions have been answered, the task of adjusting the SimulationX model can begin.  
5.2.1 Test measurements 
To be able to tune the SimulationX model, some key values need to be found. The values that are 
measured and the connection points are listed below:  
• The wire force. Important to note how much it exceeds the winch force. 
• The angular position of the winch drum, to see when it starts to rotate and change direction. 
• The oil flow into the right motor block, FT1.  
• The oil flow through the CT adjust valve FT2.  
• The crack pressure of the CT adjust valve, measured at port PT1. 
• The oil pressure on winch up line before the motor, measured at port PT2. 
• Oil pressure on winch down line, measured at port PT3. 
• The oil pressure inside the motor block, measured at port PT4. 
• The oil pressure before the over-centre valve, measured at port PT5. 
• The oil pressure on winch up line before the left side motor, measured at port PT6. 
• The oil pressure at winch down line on the left side motor, measured at port PT7. 
• The total system pressure, measured at the front plate at port PF, on the pump pressure 
compensator, fig 5.2. Or it can be measured at port MP on the main control valve.  
 
 
Fig 5.2 Pressure cut off valve and the pump pressure compensator 
 
The wire force is recorded by a load cell; this is placed in the middle of the upper wire sheave. The 
load cell in the mechanical system, fig 5.1, detects a load greater than the setting of the CT adjust 
valve since the wire pulls on both sides of the upper wire sheave. This force needs to be divided by a 
certain factor. This factor is found by measuring the wire force with a 25-ton load cell mounted 
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between the crane hook and the winch hook. The difference between the two load cells is then found. 
The angular position is acquired by using an angular encoder on the drum. The oil flow is found by 
mounting a flow sensor on the winch up line into the right motor block. There is also mounted a flow 
sensor before the CT adjust valve to measure the flow through this valve when it opens. The pressures 
are found by connecting pressure gauges to the existing ports of the right motor block. 
For the system to have full system pressure the ball valve MH12 on port PF on the pump pressure 
compensator needs to be open. The system pressure is notified on item MH11.1 and the possibility to 
adjust the max pressure on MH03, fig 5.2.  
 
The hydraulic flow diagram, fig 5.4, shows the complete system with the winch diagram and the main 
spool diagram drawn together. What is new in this flow diagram is the hydraulic power unit (HPU). 
Some of these parameters like pump displacement and the rotational speed of the el-motor are used in 
chapter 4, Hydraulic Winch Calculations. The hydraulic pump has a maximum pressure of 250 bar, 
meaning that if the pressure in the system rises above this setting the cut off valve is relieving flow to 
tank. The CT on/off valve in this system is changed to a 3-way ball valve located as MH13. This valve 
has the same function as the electrical activated CT on/off valve. The ball valve has a normal position 
where it is relieving the pressure from port PIL2 to tank, so that this port never has the possibility to be 
activated. The 2-way valve on port PIL2 is only activated by the pilot pressure Pp from the main 
control valve. To activate the 3-way ball valve (the new CT on/off) the handle need to be pulled in 
upward direction, letting the Pp pressure activate port PIL2 at a pressure of 45 bar. 
 
 
Fig 5.3 CT on/off valve 
 
The flow diagram also consists of pressure transmitters and flow sensors placed in the system at the 
desirable places. It is mainly the pressures and the flows on the motors right side that are supposed to 
be measured. Two pressure sensors have been mounted on the left side motor to measure the pressure 
drop over this motor to verify flow due to pressure on the HMG3000 flow sensor. The flows that are 
measured are placed on winch up line before the right motor block and before the CT adjust valve, fig 
5.3. 
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Fig 5.4 Updated flow diagram with winch system and main control system described earlier 
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The pressures and flows that need to be measured are giving the following information regarding the 
hydraulic flow system, fig 5.4: 
PT1: Measures the calculated crack pressure of the CTA valve. 
 
Fig 5.5 Placing of pressure transmitter PT1 
 
PT2: Measures the pressure before the motor, placed on the motor hoisting line. 
PT3: Measures the pressure after the motor, placed on motor lowering line. This pressure is the 
pressure drop over the main control valve from port B to port T, calculated from the orifice 
equation([5]): 
 ∆p = ρ2 ∙ ¨ Qc ∙ A(©
&
 
(5.1)
 ∆p: Pressure drop from B-T through the main control valve, [bar] 
 ρ: Density of the oil, [n+] 
 Q: Pump flow, [ A5] 
 c: Discharge coefficient 
 A(: Discharge area 
 
 Compared with PT2 the pressure drop over the motor is to be found. 
 
PT4: Measures the pressure inside the motor block. This is the same pressure as the crack pressure 
of the CT adjust valve when the 2-way valve is open at port PIL2. Else it is the same as 
pressure at port M1 when hoisting. 
PT5: Measures the pressure before the over-centre valve. Compared with PT2 the pressure drop 
through the over-centre valve is to be found. 
PT6: Measures the pressure before the motor, placed on the motor hoisting line, left side motor. 
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PT7: Measures the pressure after the motor, placed on motor lowering line. This pressure is the 
pressure drop over the main control valve from port B to port T, calculated from the orifice 
equation, equation(5.1). Compared with PT6 the pressure drop through the motor is to be 
found on the left side motor. 
 
The right side motor has five pressure transmitters placed respectively, fig 5.6. The two pressure 
transmitters on the left side is not shown, but have been placed on ports M2 and M3 to measure the 
presssure drop over this motor.  
 
 
Fig 5.6 The placing of the pressure transmitter on the right motor block 
 
In tab 5.1, technical information about the pressure range and the current range of the pressure 
transmitters are given.  
Tab 5.1 Technical information of pressure transmitters 
Pressure range 0-400 bar 
Current range 4-20 mA 
 
FT1: Flow sensor 1 measures the flow on hoisting line at the right side motor. The flow sensor is 
mounted on the winch up port A and is measuring half of the flow coming from the pump.  
 
Technical information about this flow sensor is given in, tab 5.2:   
 
Tab 5.2 Technical information of flow sensor FT1 
Type EVS 3100-H-2 
Flow range 40-600 l/min 
Current range 4-20 mA p 315 bar 
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Fig 5.7 Placing of flow sensor FT1 to port A on the right motor block 
 
On the hydraulic flow diagram the placing of the flow sensor is located as item MH25, with the 
placing of the flow sensor in, fig 5.7. 
 
FT2: Flow sensor 2 measures the flow through the CT adjust valve. The flow sensor is located in 
the hydraulic flow diagram as item MH26, with the placing of the flow sensor in fig 5.8. 
 
 
Fig 5.8 Placing of flow sensor FT2 
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Technical information about the flow sensor is given in, tab 5.3: 
Tab 5.3 Technical information of flow sensor FT2 
Type EVS 3100-H-5 
Flow range 1.2-20 l/mi	 
Current range 4-20 mA 
pmax 400 bar 
 
5.3 Electrical system and the Programmable Logic Controller 
Important components in this system are: 
• Power supply  
• PLC CPU317 (analog input and analog output) 
• PR-card (valve controllers) 
• Load cell 
• Pressure and flow transmitters 
• Winch angular encoder 
• Joystick 
5.3.1 Power supply to the programmable logic controller 
The power supply used for the system is a 24VDC connected to the PLC. 
 
Fig 5.9 Power supply 24VDC connected to the PLC 
 
Technical information of the power supply in tab 5.4: 
Tab 5.4 Technical information of the power supply. 
Output signal I 10A 
Output signal Uout 24VDC 
Input signal Uin 100-200 VAC 
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5.3.2 Programmable Logic Controller CPU317 
Pressure transmitters PT1-PT5 and the load cell from the wire sheave are connected to the analog 
input section on the PLC. PT6 and PT7 together with the flow sensor are connected to an external 
logging program HMG3000. PR-cards (valve controllers) are connected to the analog output section to 
activate the CVG valve spool and the CT adjust valve. For more information see appendix electrical 
flow diagram 
 
5.3.3 Load cell in the center of the upper wire sheave 
The load cell has a range from 0-1700kN (170 ton). Since the wire goes in a loop over the upper wire 
sheave, down to the floor around the lower wire sheave and back up in the crane, the cell feels a load 
greater than the load actually present in the wire. This is because of the angle between the winch and 
the wire sheave, and needs to be taken into consideration, fig 5.10.  
 
 
Fig 5.10 The load cell placed in centre of the wire sheave 
 
 
Technical information about the load cell in tab 5.5: 
   
Tab 5.5 Technical information of the load cell in the centre of the upper wire sheave 
Range 0-1700 kN 
Current: I 4-20 mA 
 
The complete analog input section with pressure transmitters and load cell connected, fig 5.11. The 
analog input section has 8 input channels, but only 6 of them are in use. 
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Fig 5.11 Analog input connections from the load cell and the pressure transmitters PT1-PT5 
 
5.3.4 Valve Controllers, PR-card 
The spool valve in the CVG30 and the CT adjust valve are connected to the analog output section on 
the PLS, through PR-cards, used as valve controllers. The two cards are used to control the spool in 
the CVG in both directions to the left and to the right, it is also controlling the CT adjust valve setting.  
The PR-card for the CT adjust valve can vary between 0 to 100%. Since the valve has an inverse 
function the zero means the valve is totally closed and 100 means the valve is fully open. This can be 
read from the screen on the PR-card when the card is active, Fig 5.12. 
 
 
Fig 5.12 PR-card used as valve controllers for the CVG spool and the CTA valve 
  
Load cell
connection
PT1
PT2
PT3
PT4
PT5
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The cables for the pressure transmitters are standard cables with four wires, but only two of them 
needed to have signals from the pressure transmitters. fig 5.13 shows the PLC fully connected with 
analog input signals and analog output signals. 
  
 
 
Fig 5.13 The PLC fully connected with analog input and analog output signals 
 
 
The PLC is fully operational to operate the system, fig 5.14. For more information about the 
connections and how the system is built, see appendix D, electrical loop diagram.  
 
 
Fig 5.14 Overview picture of electrical system 
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5.3.5 Winch encoder, technical information  
Tab 5.6 gives the model number of the encoder:  AC6 1/1212 E Q.72 DP Z  
Tab 5.6 Technical information of the drum encoder 
AC61 Type 
1212 12 Bit 
E DC 10-30V 
Q.72 Square flange, IP67, 10x19.5 mm 
DP Profibus cable 
Z Bus terminal box with 3x screwed cable gland 
 
 
Number of pulses (k): 
 k = 2/& = 4096	 pulsesrev  (5.1)
Degrees pr. pulse: 
 
360°k = 360°4096	pulses = 0.087891 °pulse (5.2)
 
The position of the winch is given in degrees and is calculated from: 
 Winch	position	in	degrees = number	of	pulses ∙ 0.087891degreespuls  (5.3)
 
Between the pulse encoder and the drum there are two cog wheels that provide the gear ratio between 
the encoder and the winch: 
Cog wheel 1 mounted on encoder has 25 teeth. 
Cog wheel 2 mounted on drum has 125 teeth.  
 
Gear ratio: 
 
n = 25125 = 0.2 = 1: 5 (5.4)
 
This means when the encoder has been turning 5 rounds, the winch has turned one round: 
 5 ∙ n = 5 ∙ 0.2 = 1	turn (5.5)
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Fig 5.15 shows the pulse encoder for measuring the angular position of the winch. The encoder is 
connected to ground (brown cable) and 24VDC (red cable). Profibus cable is connected directly to the 
PLC for counting the number of turns in degrees.  
 
 
Fig 5.15 12 bit pulse encoder for measuring the angle of the winch 
 
 
Fig 5.16 shows the placing of the two cog wheels to the right of the winch and the encoder. These two 
gears have a gear ratio of 1:5. 
 
 
Fig 5.16 Cog wheels and encoder mounted on drum 
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5.3.6 Joystick for controlling the winch 
The joystick is used to operate the winch in both directions, upward and downward. A Profibus cable 
is connected between the joystick and the PLC to operate the CVG spool. The main task of the 
joystick is to fully operate the winch system by activating the different buttons. fig 5.17 shows the 
button for activating CT ON/OFF, set the CT adjust valve and reset the CT adjust valve.   
 
 
Fig 5.17 Working principles for the joystick 
 
 
Fig 5.18 displays the button for resetting the pulse encoder at the start of a new test. 
 
Fig 5.18 Button used for reset the encoder 
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The connection of the joystick with Profibus direct to the PLC cable and power supply is seen in fig 
5.19. 
 
Fig 5.19 Power supply and Profibus cable connected to PLC 
 
5.4 Operation procedure for the winch 
5.4.1 Purpose of the operation procedure 
This procedure is intended to provide the necessary information to be able to carry out the test of the 
10 ton winch and the CT-system. A test is to be carried out by adjusting the CTA-valve, and then use 
the crane to pull out wire from the winch. The crane is supposed to pull out wire so the wire force 
exceeds the setting of the CT adjust valve, which is going to force the winch to pay out wire. During 
the test of the system the different pressures, flows to the motor blocks and the force in the wire are 
logged. 
5.4.2 Tools needed to operate the Constant Tension system 
Necessary tools to be able to fulfill this test are: 
 
• 7psc: 0-400 bars pressure transmitters  
• 1psc: 40-600 l/min flow transmitter 
• 1psc: 1.2-20 l/min flow transmitter 
• 1psc: Load cell 
• 1psc: Pulse encoder for winch 
• 10 tons winch with CT-system 
• CVG with compensator 
• CTA-valve (electrical operated safety valve) 
• CT on/off valve (3-way ball valve is used) 
• PLC with analog input and analog output sections 
• 2pcs: PR-card (Valve controllers) 
• 24 volts power supply 
• HMG3000 flow and pressure logging computer 
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5.4.3 Pre start-up checks 
 
Tab 5.7 Pre start-up checks for the winch system 
Item Description OK Checked by 
1 
Do a visual inspection of the equipment and look for any damage which can 
lead to any “unwanted” leak or hazard during start-up. x HE/PME 
2 
Check that wire from winch does not have any contact with the wire from the 
crane. 
x HE/PME 
3 Make sure that all the measurement tools are working properly. x HE/PME 
4 All hydraulic hoses and electrical cables must be checked and tightened. x HE/PME 
5 Do a test run in normal operation to ensure no leakage or other irregularities. x HE/PME 
6 Check if the encoder is counting clockwise or counter clockwise. x HE/PME 
7 Make sure CVG spool is in closed position at start up and shut down. x HE/PME 
 
5.4.4 Testing procedure of the system 
 
Tab 5.8 Test procedure for the winch system 
Item Description OK Checked by 
 
 
 
1 
Adjust the CTA-valve to 84 bar, which represent 70% on the PR-card.  
Adjust the CTA-valve to 137 bar, which represent 50% on the PR-card. 
Adjust the CTA-valve to 190 bar, which represent 31% on the PR-card. 
 
3 ton: Actual setting on PR-card: 69.9%= 61 bar has been logged for PT1. 
5 ton: Actual setting on PR-card: 49.9%= 128 bar has been logged for PT1. 
7 ton: Actual setting on PR-card: 29.9%= 195 bar has been logged for PT1. 
 
 
 
x 
 
 
 
HE/PME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
Turn on pump and LS pressure (pump pressure). 
 
Fig 5.20       LS pump pressure needs to be switched on to give system pressure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HE/PME 
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3 
Reset pulse encoder. 
 
Fig 5.21       Reset angular encoder on winch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HE/PME 
4 Check that remote control for crane is activated. x HE/PME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 
Open 3-way ball valve to activate the 2-way valve in motor block. 
1. Ball valve in closed position, fig 5.22. No pressure on port PIL2 since 
ball valve is open from P to A. 
2. Ball valve in open position, pressure activates port PIL2 and system is 
operating in CT mode. Open from port B to port P on ball valve.  
 
 
Fig 5.22       CT on/off valve (3-way valve) to activate PIL2 ports  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HE/PME 
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6 
Activate CT on/off on joystick. This activates the spool in CVG to be fully open in 
hoisting mode. 
 
 
Fig 5.23       Joystick with operating buttons for CT-system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HE/PME 
7 Start by pulling in wire on the winch which means lowering the crane. x HE/PME 
8 Start logging in service lab, at the same time as 4.7. x HE/PME 
9 Start logging on HMG3000, about a second after 4.8. x HE/PME 
 
10 
How to drive the crane while testing: 
Crane pulls in wire for 15 seconds and the reverse and let the winch pull in wire for 
15 seconds and the reverse again. This is to be done in one minute and is simulating 
a wave motion. 
 
x 
 
HE/PME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11 
Slow speed: Crane is moving with the lowest speed. 
Upward speed in 15 seconds. 
Downward speed in 15 seconds. 
Upward speed in 15 seconds. 
Downward speed in 15 seconds. 
Total one minute. 
 
Fast speed: The crane is moving with the fastest speed. 
Upward speed in 15 seconds. 
Downward speed in 15 seconds. 
Upward speed in 15 seconds. 
Downward speed in 15 seconds. 
Total one minute. 
 
This is to be repeated for every load case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HE/PME 
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5.5 Operation of the hydraulic system and control system 
The winch is driven by a hydraulic power unit (HPU) consisting of an electric motor running at a 
speed of n = 1488	rpm, fig 5.24. The pump pressure is set to 250 bar by the pressure cut off valve 
(safety valve). When the pump is starting the ball valve MH12 in fig 5.4 is normally closed and the 
pump cannot deliver more than 40 bar pressure to the system, set by the pressure compensator. By 
opening the ball valve the pressure rises to 250 bar, this is the maximum pressure in the system.  The 
pressure that works on the pressure compensator of the pump is then: 
 
 	
 
«¬ = 250­®¯ + 40­®¯ = 290­®¯ 
 
(4.1)
 
 
Fig 5.24 Hydraulic power unit (HPU) 
 
This means that the pump compensator in this operating mode is closed allowing the pump to operate 
at full displacement and flow. Another safety valve MH28 on fig 5.4 has a pressure setting on 270 bar 
and works as a safety valve for the system. The pressure relief valve inside the CVG is factory set to 
350 bar.  A datasheet for this type of load-sense compensator can be found in appendix C. 
The pump is controlled by the pump compensator and the pressure cut off valve. Pressure cut off valve 
need to be activated by the ball valve, fig 5.25.  
 
12 Switch off CVG valve on joystick. x HE/PME 
13 Set CT on/off valve in closed position. x HE/PME 
14 Switch off ball valve for LS pump pressure. x HE/PME 
15 Turn off pump. x HE/PME 
16 Save all results from service lab and HMG3000. x HE/PME 
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Fig 5.25 Pressure compensator and pressure cut off valve being controlled by the ball valve 
 
In normal hoisting and lowering operation the brakes are only unloaded the winch when lowering a 
load, meaning that lowering of the load is controlled by over-centre valves inside the motor blocks. In 
CT-operation the brakes on the winch is being unloaded in both hoisting and lowering mode. The 
pressure needed to unload the brakes is set to 45 bar, measured at item MH11.5, Fig 5.26. 
 
Fig 5.26 CT on/off valve (3-way valve) 
 
After the pump has been started and the LS pressure regulator (ball valve) is activated, the pump 
pressure is pushing onto the centre position of the CVG spool with 250 bar pressure. By activating the 
CT system the three-way ball valve item MH13 in fig 5.4 needs to be in open position. This pressure is 
used to activate the two-way valve on port PIL2, letting oil flow through this valve to CT adjust valve. 
The CT on/off valve is in open position when handle is horizontally, fig 5.26. 
 
The CT adjust valve item MH14, fig 5.4, is set at a desired crack pressure by the roller button on the 
joystick. When CT adjust valve is opening at the crack pressure the flow leaves directly to tank, fig 
5.27. To activate the two-way valve at port PIL 2 a pressure at 45 bar is needed from the Pp-line of the 
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CVG, measured by item MH11.3. Pp-line is factory set to 45 bar and is used to unload the brakes, 
activate the port PIL2 and the CVG spool. When port PIL2 has been activated the oil is flowing from a 
stationary condition to a moving condition.  
 
 
Fig 5.27 CT adjust valve 
 
 
This is creating a pressure drop through the restriction valve inside the CVG valve on the MLA-line, 
fig 5.28. This pressure drop over the restriction causes the compensator in the CVG to close when the 
load is pulling out wire form the winch. 
 
Fig 5.28 Restriction with diameter 2mm and length close to zero mm 
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It is important to be wear of these two conditions in the system, fig 5.4: 
 
1. If no pressure on the port PIL2 the two-way valve is closed and the oil has no motion in this 
section. Meaning that the pressure inside the motor block measured at pressure transmitter 4 
(PT4) is the same as the pressure at PT5, or PT2 minus the pressure drop over the check valve 
for the over-centre valves. 
 
2. If pressure on port PIL2 in CT mode the oil inside the motor block is having a motion causing 
a pressure drop at the restriction valve in CVG that leads to a closure of the compensator spool 
which only acts as a replenishment when the winch is paying out wire. 
 
The CT on/off button on the joystick is the one being used to activate the spool inside the CVG. When 
this one is pushed and if there is any slack in the wire the winch is pulling this slack onto the winch 
keeping tension in the wire. Now the winch is being totally controlled by the crane motion, if the crane 
is pulling upwards the winch pays out wire and if the crane lower the hook the winch pull in wire. 
In CT operation the flow is circling inside the motor block where the compensator acts as 
replenishment for the oil leak. After finishing the CT-mode the CT on/off button is switched off and 
the three-way valve is set in closed position. The joystick with operation buttons for CT in, fig 5.29.        
        
 
Fig 5.29 Joystick with button operations 
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5.6 Function of the hydraulic power unit  
The basic understanding of how the HPU works is important for both the test operation and the further 
work of the SimulationX modeling ([5]). The hydraulic pump, fig 5.30, shows how the HPU is set up.  
 
Fig 5.30 Hydraulic pump with pressure compensator and pressure cut of valve (safety valve) 
 
 
The pump has two operating modes:  
1. Pump is operating at a pressure of 40 bar with the ball valve MH12 closed. 
2. Pump is operating at a pressure of 250 bar with the ball valve MH12 open. 
In case one the pump is forced to have a small displacement since the pump regulator is pressing the 
arrow of the pump in an almost horizontally direction. This is done because the pump pressure 
compensator is in open position letting the pump pressure go through this valve from A to B. This 
pressure counteracts the regulator since the area on the regulator at port A is larger than the area at P1.  
The pump pressure is only working against the spring setting of the pressure compensator. 
In case two the pump regulator is pulling the arrow in a vertical direction and allows the pump to have 
max displacement to give max flow to the system. The pressure cannot go above the cut off setting at 
250 bar, meaning that that max system pressure is 250 bar. The pump pressure compensator is closed 
in this operation mode since the pump pressure on left side of the compensator is 250 bar and the 
pressure on the right side is max pressure of 250 bar plus the spring setting of 40 bar, equation(4.1).  
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5.7 Control Valve Group information 
 
Fig 5.31 CVG valve with the compensator adjust screw and A/B port connections 
 
5.7.1 Technical information about the CVG spool 
Model number: S30-81-5-C1-P2-F0-AN2/580-A300B300 
Tab 5.9 CVG technical information 
Code Description 
S30 Size 
81 Spool type 
5 500 l/min 
C1 Electro-proportional 
P2 Pressure compensator adjustment 
F0 No feedback on the spool position 
AN2/580 Flow stting=580 l/min 
A300B300 Pressure settings 300 bar 
 
The spool has a nominal flow of  500 A5, but has the capacity to handle a max flow of 750 A5. This 
spool used in the test can handle a oil flow set to be 580 A5. In the next section it is shown how the 
oil flow is set for approximately 580 A5 , tab 5.9 . 
 
5.7.2 Technical information about the CVG compensator 
The compensator was unscrewed and it was counted how many rounds it was set to be, fig 5.31. The 
number of rounds of the compensator screw sets the amount of oil flow through the spool. The 
compensator is set 2.6 rounds and can handle an oil flow of 580 A5. This gives a pressure drop over 
the compensator of  ∆p = 6.1	bar.   
Compensator 
adjust
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6 SimulationX modeling 
The SimulationX model consists of two main parts, a mechanical part which includes everything after 
the motors, for example all inertias, the wire stiffness, the gears and the drum radius, to name a few 
parts. The second part is the hydraulic part. This consists of all valves, hoses, pipes and the pump. To 
better explain the model, each part is presented separately. The winch system is used for safe lifting 
operations from vessel to vessel, but during the test a crane is working as a wave motion. Both of these 
two scenarios are illustrated in the following sections. 
 
6.1 Dynamical modeling of the system 
This system is supposed to maintain a constant tension in a wire in rough seas. This means a wave 
motion have to be represented in the model, and act on the payload. This is achieved by using function 
blocks. The block used to illustrate the wave motion is HeaveTravel, and contains the formula: 
 
 y(t) = Z sin(2πf: ∙ time)	[m] (6.1)	
 Z: Amplitude [m] f:: Frequency [H] 
 
This is then fed into another function block named WireElongation. This block contains the formula:  
 
 ∆L = (y(t) + UpperWireMass. x) − LowerWireMass. x	[m] (6.2) 
 y(t) refers to the wave from HeaveTravel in equation (6.1). By adding this to the position of the 
upper wire mass, and subtracting the position of the lower wire mass, the total elongation of the wire is 
found. This value is also known as x in the formula:  
 
 F	 = 	 kx	[N] (6.3) 
 k:  Wire stiffness [N/m].  
 
The second part of the wave is the HeaveVelocity block. This block contains the derivative of the 
HeaveTravel block, the velocity of the wave. This value is used in the WireElongationRate block. 
This block finds the rate of elongation in the wire and the value is also known as x  in the formula: 
 
 F = bx 	[N] (6.4) 
 
The block calculates the elongation rate with this formula: 
 
 ∆v = (y (t) + UpperWireMass. v) − LowerWireMass. v	[: ] (6.5) 
  ±(²) refers derivative of the wave motion, which is the wave velocity. The formula provides the total 
difference in velocity between the upper and lower wire mass, also known as the wire elongation rate. 
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The wireforce block is the block where it all comes together. It weighs down the upper wire mass and 
the winch, and pulls on the lower wire mass and the payload with a force that is governed by the wave 
motion. The wire force is calculated from: 
 
 F = WireElongation. y ∙ Wirestiffness. y +WireElongationRate. y ∙ Wiredamping. y	[N] (6.6) 
 
This formula is identical to the general mass-damper formula: 
 
 F = mx + bx + kx	[s] (6.7) 
 
The constants here are the wire stiffness and the wire damping. The wire stiffness is calculated in 
equation (4.29) Wire damping on the other hand is assumed to be 50000: . 
6.2 Model of the mechanical system 
The mechanical model is divided into two parts, the rotational parts and the linear parts, separated by 
the winch. This system shows the possibility to simulate the mechanical part of the constant tension 
system when operated from vessel to vessel in rough seas. The buoyancy force and the drag force are 
also added to the system to see how it acts is in direct contact with the wave motion. By lifting the 
payload from vessel to vessel these two forces are neglected. 
  
6.2.1 Linear mechanics information 
Fig 6.1 shows the load and wire. The wire is split into two parts, to illustrate how the wire force pulls 
down on the drum, and pulls up on the load.   
 
• The UpperWireMass block represents the mass of the top part of the wire. 
• The LowerWireMass block represents the mass of the lower part of the wire. 
• The Payload block represents the mass of the main payload. 
• The WireForce block provides a force determined by the formula: 
 
 F = bx 	+ 	kx	[N] (6.8)
	
Where k is the wire stiffness, x is the wire elongation, ­l is an assumed wire damping and ³  
is the wire elongation rate. 
• The weight block illustrates the force from the gravity affecting the upper wire mass. 
• The Weight block illustrates the force from the gravity affecting the lower wire mass and the 
payload. 
• The Buoyancy block represents the force on the payload if the payload is resting on or 
submerged in the water.  
• The Drag block illustrates how the payload movement is being hindered when submerged. 
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6.2.2 Rotational mechanics information 
The rotational mechanics part of the model is comprised of the inertia of the motors, the gears and 
their inertia, the loss as a result of the gears, the drum inertia and the transformer from rotational 
motion to linear motion, which represents the drum. Vital information is entered into each component, 
drum radius is entered into the Drum block, and the gear ratio is entered into the gear1 and gear2 
blocks, fig 6.1. 
 
• LMinertia and RMinertia represent the inertia of each motor. 
• gear1 and gear2 includes the gear ratio for each gear, and tells SimulationX to include a 
transmission in the calculations. 
• gearinertia1 and gearinertia represents the inertia for the gears, which is assumed to be 
0.001 kgm2.  
• gearLoss_1 and gearLoss_2 adds a loss of torque of about 5% of registered torque, as a result 
of the transmission. The 5% is an assumed number.  
• druminertia represents the inertia of the drum. 
• Drum marks the transition from rotational motion to linear motion, and represents the ratio of 
radians to meters. 
• Cst_Torque_1 and Cst_Torque_1 represent the torque from the motors. 
 
6.2.3 Model of the mechanical system 
 
 
Fig 6.1 Mechanical system in SimulationX 
 
The result of this system shows how the payload position is modeled due to a heave travel motion 
from vessel to vessel or in contact with the open sea.   
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In constant tension mode the load is following the heave motion. The winch is working parallell to the 
heave,  by keeping tesion in the wire during the CT modus. The winch is pulling in wire if load is 
moving upwards and giving out wire if load is moving downward, fig 6.2. 
 
Fig 6.2 Payload and heave travel of the mechanical system 
 
Fig 6.3 shows the speed of the payload due to payload position. Max speed in of the payload in this 
case is ca 16m/min in hoisting modus.  
 
Fig 6.3 Payload and payload velocity of the mechanical system 
 
By comparing the wire force with the payload and heave travel, the wire force has a range between 
44000N and 39000N.  The wire force is increasing when winch is pulling in wire and is decreasing 
when the winch is giving out wire, fig 6.4. The wire force is calculated based on the equation (4.40). 
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Fig 6.4 Wire force of the mechanical system 
 
6.3 Models of the Hydraulic system 
The hydraulic system and the belonging components are discussed in chapter 2 and 3 together with the 
system function. This section describes how the different elements are built and set up in SimulationX. 
6.3.1 Working principle of the Control Valve Group Compensator  
It is important to explain that this sub-section deals with how the compensator operates in the system. 
Fig 6.5 shows only the working principle of the compensator and that the behavior of it is as expected. 
 
Fig 6.5 Compensator function model 
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The compensator stroke signal is given by UC_ref: 
 y: = V9. P − V8. P + 9e52e5 	[Pa] (6.9) 
Equation (6.9) describes the compensator behavior by measuring the pressure drop over the MainEdge 
devided on the opening range of 2 bar.  
6.3.2 Compensator analysis at a flow of Q=382 l/min 
By having an oil flow of Q=382 l/min the Compensator is trying to deliver all the flow to the system. 
The MainEdge has its setting of 9 bar at 580 l/min, this means that the Compensator is having a full 
stroke trying to give all the flow that is possible, but it cannot deliver more than the pump feeds it 
with. The UC limitation function is set to close the Compensator between 0 and 1, else the 
Compensator is fully open, trying to do its work to maintain a constant pressure drop at 9 bar over the 
CVG, fig 6.6. 
 
Fig 6.6 Working principle of the CVG compensator 
 
 
Fig 6.7 Pressure drop over the main edge (P-A) 
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The pump only delivers an oil flow of Q=382 l/min, this is not enough to let the Compensator 
maintain a constant pressure drop at 9 bar over the MainEdge. The pressure drop over the MainEdge is 
not more than 4 bar respectively, fig 6.7. 
Fig 6.8 shows the Compensator give all the pump flow to the system (compensator flow and pump 
flow are overlapping) and no oil flows through the MH03_Cut_off valve  
 
Fig 6.8 System flow at Q=382 l/min 
 
 
6.3.3 Compensator analysis at a flow of Q=1000 l/min 
To make sure the compensator is working as intended it is done a test to see what happens if the pump 
delivers a flow of Q=1000 l/min. The Compensator valve should then close to maintain a constant 
pressure drop at 9 bar over the MainEdge. 
 
Fig 6.9 Working principle of the CVG compensator 
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Fig 6.9 shows that the Compensator actual do close to maintain a constant pressure drop over the 
CVG. Here the UC limitation function closes since there is to much flow in the system to maintain a 
pressure drop at 9 bar over the MainEdge. The Compensator stroke signal UC_ref almost closes the 
compensator to only deliver  an oil flow of Q=580 l/min as both the Compensator and MainEdge are 
set for. 
The pressure drop between V9 and V8 is 9 bar even how much flow the pump delivers since the 
Compensator is working as intended, fig 6.10.   
 
Fig 6.10 Pressure drop over the main edge at Q=1000 l/min 
 
By having a pump flow of 1000 l/min the Compensator successively adjust the amount of flow to the 
system. The Compensator lets 580 l/min flow into the system as supposed to and the rest of the pump 
flow is leaving over MH03_Cut_off valve to tank, fig 6.11. 
 
 
Fig 6.11 System flow at Q=1000 l/min 
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6.3.4 SimulationX model of the motor block 
Both blocks are mechanically linked, forcing them to rotate at the same speed and require the same oil 
flow. Because both motor blocks are similar, only the right side is explained. 
 
Fig 6.12  Motor block right side, updated model for test 
 
 
Both pressure transmitters, PT2 and PT2 are placed at the same place as located on the physical motor 
block, this made it easier to compare results. SUN-CBIL is the over center valve, also known as a load 
holding valve. This valve is normally used only in normal operation to prevent load from falling when 
the winch is not lifting. In CT-mode, this valve is bypassed via a check-valve, fig 6.12.  
Because this valve causes a slight pressure drop, it was included in the model. OCr1, fig 6.12, is the 
main stage, opening at a pressure difference of 100 bar between V5 and V7, going from port B to port 
A. This does not affect the system or the test, since no oil flows in that direction. In CT mode when the 
pressure in PT2 exceeds the setting in V6 with 12 bar (explained below), oil flows from port A 
toTVI46_right, down through R4 and back up through the motor in a loop, fig 6.12.  
OCr2 is the check-valve, operated via a function. It opens at 0.5 bar and is fully open at 1 bar pressure 
difference between V7 and V4. 
The SUN-RVIA valve was improved with the use of variable throttle valves, to better simulate the 
behavior of the valve. The pilot port is controlling the crack pressure of the SUN RVIA valve by 
changing the pressure difference before and after the valve, fig 6.12. 
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Fig 6.13 SUN-RVIA valve modeled in SimulationX 
 
 
SUN- RVIA is remote controlled; the crack pressure is controlled by the pilot pressure, and the pilot 
pressure is controlled by the CTA valve pressure setting from port 3. The main stage of this valve is 
R4, and it is controlled by this equation: 
 
V4. p − V6. p − 12e52e5  (6.10)
This equation uses the pressure difference between the two volumes V4 and V6, fig 6.12, to regulate 
the opening of the valve. If the difference is greater than 12 bar the valve opens, and it is fully open at 
14 bar difference. Since V6 is controlled by the CT adjust [CTA] valve, it remains constant to the 
CTA setting. Only pressure changes in V4 is opening the valve. This happens only when the wire 
force rises above the setting on the CTA valve. The oil then flows down through the RVIA valve from 
port 1 through R4 to port 2, entering the motor from the other side. 
The pilot valve R5 is controlled by this equation and behaves like a regular pressure relief valve: 
 
V6. p − V5. p − 320e575e5  (6.11)
It requires a 320 bar pressure difference before it opens, and since this test system has a cap of 250 
bar, it will never open in this scenario. 
R6 is a static orifice, only letting a small flow of 10 l/min through with a pressure drop of 320 bar. 
R7_a and R7_b are leakage valves, letting through a small flow of 0.08 l/min with a 70 bar pressure 
drop. 
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Here is an overview of the CVG with the compensator, fig 6.14. 
 
 
Fig 6.14 CVG with compensator 
 
 
The safetyvalve is limited to 250 bar, effectively capping the system at that pressure. This is in 
accordance to the settings of the HPU used for the test. The main control valve is always positioned in 
-1 when CT mode is engaged, leading the flow from P to A and B to T. The compensator is controlled 
by equation (6.9).  
It attempts to maintain a constant pressure drop from V8 to V9 of 9 bar, fig 6.14. The function of the 
compensator is explained further in chapter 2. 
The settings for the compensator and the main control valve are 580 l/min at full stroke. The reason for 
the pressure drop of 9 bar is that the main control valve has a pressure drop of 9 bar at a flow of 580 
l/min according to the datasheet. 
The LSW orifice leads to the CTA valve, and because of that the pressure in V9 is the CTA pressure 
+/- 1 bar. The orifice itself is 2 mm in diameter and has a length of 0.001 mm. When CT mode is 
engaged and a small flow is passing through the CTA valve, oil flows over the orifice as well. This 
causes the pressure drop between V8 and V9 to occur solely at the orifice.  
CTA port Port A Port B
Tank
TankPump
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6.3.5 Hose and pipe modeling 
The most important part of the motor block, at least according to the CT-system, is the sunRVIA 
valve. Its setting is what decides where the oil flows, and therefore the direction of the motor rotation. 
The left side motor block does not include any sensors.  
Fig 6.15 shows the pipes and hoses required to simulate the dynamics of the lines of the system. In 
constant tension mode the CVG valve is set to a specific position. The oil flows from portA to Aleft 
and Aright, then into the motors and back out to portB via Bleft and Bright. PortA and portB are 
connected to the main control valve. 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.15 Pipes and hoses connecting the CVG group with the motor blocks 
 
 
The reasoning behind including these is because of the elasticity in the hoses and the possibility of 
turbulent flow. The length of all pipes and hoses are assumed to be 2 meters, and the diameters are 
calculated for both inlet and outlet lines by use of the equations in section 4.4, hoses and pipes. 
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7 Results from the tested system 
The same test was carried out with multiple settings explained in the chapter 0. In this chapter the 
results of each load setting are presented, and in chapter 0 the results are being compared with the 
simulated model. The test scenario used is a crane pulling on the wire with the highest speed setting. 
This because the winch moved a lot more smoothly compared to when the crane moved with the slow 
speed. At The end of this chapter the results are discussed to get the complete overview of these test 
results. 
7.1 Results from the 3 ton test 
The position of the winch, fig 7.1, has a positive rotation of the encoder counter-clockwise. This 
means that the winch has a negative rotation when pulling in wire, and positive rotation when paying 
out wire. When the winch starts to pull in wire it is running for 15 seconds, and then pays out wire 
until around 25 seconds, where the cycle restarts.  
 As mentioned in chapter 0 test preparations the procedure was to lower the crane for 15 seconds, then 
reverse direction as fast as possible and hoist for 15 seconds. This was repeated for 60 seconds. In fig 
7.1 this test has been executed for 10 seconds in a total time of 60 seconds. During the first interval 
from 0-15 seconds the winch almost has one full rotation before a new cycle is beginning.  
 
 
Fig 7.1 Winch position, 3 ton test 
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Fig 7.2 displays the speed of the drum in RPM. The drum never had time to reach higher speeds due to 
speed limitations for the crane’s hook. The max speed reached during this test was at 8 rpm, this speed 
was reached during the first interval from 0-15 seconds. In the cranes hoisting mode when the winch 
pays out wire the max speed reached was about 7 rpm after 20s. 
 
Fig 7.2 Winch speed, 3 ton test 
 
The spiking areas in fig 7.2 symbolizes when the oil flow changes direction inside the motor blocks. 
 
 
Fig 7.3 System pressures, 3 ton 
The pressure drop over the motor helps to calculate the motor torque and the theoretical wire force the 
winch is pulling the wire with, fig 7.3. The pressure drop is measured between PT2 and PT3, PT3 is 
the pressure cause by the pressure drop over the main spool and emergency pay out block, fig 5.4. 
Since PT2 is higher than PT1 is because the maximum pressure in the motor blocks is CTA pressure 
plus 12 bar. 12 bar represent the main spring setting of the RVIA valve, fig 2.4. 
Fig 7.4 shows the oil flow though the motor blocks and though the CTA valve. When the crane is 
lowering the winch pull in wire with a max flow of 80 l/min. When the winch pays out wire the oil 
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flow is reduced to a minimum of 40 l/min after 20s. This means the compensator restricts the pump 
flow into the system. The compensator is restricting the flow at a minimum of 40 l/min during the 
whole cycle time. It clearly shows that the compensator do not close completely and allows 
replenishment oil into the system. This is because of the oil leakage in the system, but also that the 
compensator is trying to deliver all the possible pump flow into the system to maintain a constant 
pressure drop over the main spool. Since the pump flow is a lot less than the compensator has been 
dimensioned for the compensator does not close entirely, fig 6.6.  
 
Fig 7.4 System flows, 3 ton 
 
The data from the load cell located in the wire sheave and the theoretical wire force calculated from 
the pressure drop over the motors are compared in fig 7.5. 
 
 
Fig 7.5 Wire forces, 3 ton 
 
Fig 7.5 shows the measured wire force from the load cell in the upper wire sheave compared with the 
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force when winch is pulling in wire is about 0.91 ton. When winch is paying out wire the difference in 
force is about 0.91 ton. 
The winch position curve is for illustration purpose.  It displays when the winch changes direction due 
to the difference between measured force and the winch force. The standstill of the winch in this force 
difference is about 2 seconds. 
 
7.2 Results from the 5 ton test 
The position and speed of the winch are presented in fig 7.6 and fig 7.7. The hoisting and lowering 
time for this is load case has been set to 15 seconds in a total of 60 seconds. The period time for this 
load case is about 30s, fig 7.6. In this case the winch rotates to a maximum of 1 ½ revolutions from 0-
15s.  
 
Fig 7.6 Winch position, 5 ton test 
 
 
Fig 7.7 Winch speed, 5 ton test 
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The speed of the winch, fig 7.7, is faster for the 5 ton test than the 3 ton test because the motors 
receive more oil flow in the 5 ton test, fig 7.9. The speed also varies more just after direction changes 
for 5 ton than it does for 3 ton.  
 
Fig 7.8 compared to the 3 ton test has higher pressures inside the motors, as expected since the CTA 
valve is set at a higher pressure in this load case. The pressure PT2 is approximately 12 bar higher than 
the PT1 pressure at the CTA valve because of the main spring in the RVIA valve.  
 
 
Fig 7.8 System pressures, 5 ton 
 
Fig 7.9 shows the oil flow in the motor blocks at 5 ton load case. The oil flow here has a maximum of 
about 85 l/min at about 12s and keeps that flow in 6s before the winch starts to pay out wire. As in the 
3 ton test, fig 7.4, it clearly shows that the compensator does not close entirely. This has the same 
reason as in test 3. The pump flow is not high enough such that the compensator tries to give all the 
flow as possible to maintain a constant pressure over the main spool in CVG, the compensator also 
adjust the leakage flow in the system.  
 
Fig 7.9 System flows, 5 ton 
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Fig 7.10 shows the measured wire force from the load cell in the upper wire sheave compared with the 
winch wire force calculated from the pressure drop over the motors. In this load case the difference in 
force when winch is pulling in wire is about 0.81 ton. When winch is paying out wire the difference in 
force is about 1.93 ton. 
 
The winch position curve is for illustration purpose.  It displays when the winch changes direction due 
to the difference between measured force and the winch force. The standstill of the winch in this force 
difference is about 2 seconds.   
 
 
Fig 7.10 Wire forces, 5 ton test 
 
7.3 Results from the 7 ton test 
The position and speed of the winch are presented in fig 7.11 and fig 7.12. The hoisting and lowering 
time for this is load case has been set to 15 seconds in a total of 60 seconds as load case 3 ton and 5 
ton. The period time for this load case is about 30s, fig 7.11. In this case the winch rotates to a 
maximum of 1 ½ revolutions from 0-15s. 
 
Fig 7.11 Winch position, 7 ton 
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The speed of the winch, fig 7.12, is faster for the 5 ton test than the 3 ton test because the motors 
receive more oil flow in the 5 ton test, fig 7.9. The speed also varies more just after direction changes 
compared to the 5 ton scenario. A possible reason for this might be that the compensator is opening 
and closing rapidly in the first few seconds after changing direction.  
 
Fig 7.12 Winch speed, 7 ton 
 
 
Fig 7.13 shows that the pressures are higher than the 5 ton scenario because of the increase of the 
crack pressure of the CTA valve. The pressure setting of 190 bar is close to the calculated value,  
tab 5.8. 
The fluctuations in PT2 around 8, 25, 40 and 55 seconds correspond to the speed changes, fig 7.12, 
illustrating the compensator working to maintain a constant pressure. 
 
Fig 7.13 System pressures, 7 ton 
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At the 7 ton scenario the flow into the motor block is not as high as for the 3 ton or 5 ton scenarios, but 
the flow through the CTA valve is about the same. Compared to the 5 ton scenario, fig 7.7, the speed 
of the 7 ton, fig 7.12, is about the same even though the pump flow is much lower. The max flow 
difference is about 30 l/min. This could mean that not all of the oil flows into the motor block at 5 and 
3 ton, but some of it flows over the RVIA valve. 
Since the speed of the motors is about the same at all three scenarios, but the flow at the 7 ton scenario 
differ from 3 ton and 5 ton is because of the RVIA in the motor blocks. At 3 ton and 5 ton scenarios 
about 30 l/min of the oil flows through the RVIA valve to tank. 
 
Fig 7.14 System flows, 7 ton 
 
Fig 7.15 shows the measured wire force from the load cell in the upper wire sheave compared with the 
winch wire force calculated from the pressure drop over the motors. In this load case the difference in 
force when winch is pulling in wire is about 0.81 ton. When winch is paying out wire the difference in 
force is about 3 ton. 
 
 
Fig 7.15 Wire forces, 7 ton test 
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7.4 Test results discussion 
These measurements were limited by the speed of the hook hanging from the overhead travelling 
crane. The crane had two settings, very slow and a slightly less slow. In addition, whenever a direction 
change was done, for example from up to down, the crane had to go from fast up to the slow up to 
slow down to fast down. The implications of this are that the force difference was only measured at 
slow speeds, so it is unknown how big the difference is at faster direction changes. 
Some uncertainties remain, for example why all the load cases have the same winch speed but the 7 
ton scenario has a different flow. The reason might be more leakage at higher pressures or more flow 
through the RVIA valve at 3 and 5 ton, since the flow sensor only registered flow into the motor 
block, not the exact flow through the motor.  
From the test results it is apparent that the 3 ton test offers the smoothest results, while the 7 ton test 
offers more unstable results. To get a good mix between smooth, stable results and force, the 5 ton test 
is used as the benchmark for the SimulationX model. The winch position and the CTA setting are used 
as inputs into the model, while the pressures and flows are used to gauge how well the model matches 
the test results. 
 
7.5 Making use of the test results in SimulationX 
The data from the test is logged in ascii format, in a text file. In order to use the results, they need to be 
changed from lists of numbers to something useful, like a curve. SimulationX has a general “Curve” 
block that does this work. By editing this block it is possible to open text files and use them as 
arguments and function values. By doing this, the results are viewed in a better way, or used as inputs.  
This chapter covers the SimulationX part of the test and the improvements made to the model to suit 
the test. The results of the simulation are compared to the test results in section 8.1. 
 
7.5.1 Modifications of the simulation model 
After conducting the test of the winch system the original model was modified to suit the test 
parameters. The encoder results were adjusted to represent the winch movement, and used as input for 
the SimulationX model, fig 7.16. 
This way, the motor rotation and flow into the motor is known for the simulations, reducing the 
number of variables. In addition, five pressure transmitters were used to check certain pressures of 
interest. The mechanical system after the winch was removed and replaced with a preset rotation that 
used the modified encoder values to drive the winch. Fig 7.16 displays the new mechanical part. 
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Fig 7.16 Rotational mechanics with preset 
 
 
 
The preset is set to angle of rotation (deg) and the values used to drive it were taken from the test. Fig 
7.17 is opposite the curves shown earlier since the curve is multiplid with -1. 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7.17 Input into the preset block 
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8 Comparing Simulation and Test Results 
This chapter is all about comparing the different results from the simulated model with inputs given 
from the practical test and the result from the practical test. The chosen scenario in this part is the 5 ton 
test. 
The important topic is to know what kind of parts in the hydraulic system that gives good similarities 
to one another. By comparing the flows through the motor and through the CTA valve gives good 
ideas how fast the motors run and how much oil that flows through the RVIA valve.  
8.1 Simulation results compared to physical results 
The next part of the thesis compares the results from the test with the results from the simulated 
system and discusses the differences and similarities. 
 
Fig 8.1 Comparison of flow between test and SimulationX 
 
 
Flow sensor FT1, fig 5.4, measures the flow into the right motor block. Since both motors are 
mechanically locked to each other, the flow into the left and right motor blocks should be identical. 
The two graphs have the same shape, but they do not have the same amplitude. Possible reasons for 
this are that the compensator does not allow enough flow in the SimulationX model.  
 
The physical system has some leakage, and this requires the compensator to open and let more flow 
through to maintain a constant pressure drop over the control valve. In the SimulationX model, only 
the motors have any leakage. There might be some leakage in the emergency pay out block, fig 5.4, 
but that is not possible to investigate at this time. Besides the difference in amplitude, both curves look 
very similar.  
The test curve is less stable in the ramp up phase; this is caused by the compensator. In SimulationX, it 
is infinitely fast, changing position to let more or less oil through. In reality, it is very fast, but not 
infinitely fast. When dynamics were added to the compensator, the SimulationX model could not 
handle it. Dynamics are discussed further in section 8.2. 
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Now a look at the CTA-pressure, the CTA-valve was adjusted to a pressure of 128 bar in the test and 
in SimulationX. They should be about the same, within a 1 bar margin. 
 
Fig 8.2 Results from PT 1 
 
The curves in fig 8.2 are very close to each other, as expected. The PT1 pressure sensor is placed 
directly in front of the CTA valve both in the test and the simulation, fig 5.4.  
 
Fig 8.3 displays both the test pressure and the simulated pressure at PT2, in front of the motor.  
 
Fig 8.3 Pressure sensor 2, in front of the motor 
 
The SimulationX curve is pretty constant. The increase in pressure at 25 seconds indicates that the 
motor torque was overcome by the load torque, leading to the winch starting to pay out wire. At 
around 35 seconds, the winch started to pull in wire again. The difference between the highest and 
lowest points on the blue line is at most 5 bar. By comparing these two curves shows a similarity 
between them even if the differences are 5 bar, which is not much at all.  
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The PT3 pressure sensor measured the pressure just after the motor. Since the motor is where the 
majority of the pressure drop in the system occurs, the pressures from PT2 and PT3 can be used to 
calculate the motor torque and flow requirement. 
 
Fig 8.4 Pressure sensor 3, after motor 
 
The SimulationX curve is close to 0, because the motor block is connected to the control valve, and 
then directly to tank. In the physical system, the oil must pass through an emergency pay out block, fig 
5.4. that contains a few valves with pressure drops. Because of this, the oil is in as enclosed space and 
more susceptible to pressure changes, a fact clearly seen after 20 seconds.  
 
The PT4 pressure transmitter measured the pilot pressure that controls the crack pressure of the SUN 
RVIA-LCN valve, fig 8.5. If this was incorrect in the simulation, the RVIA valve would not function 
properly, and the entire CT operation would be incorrect. 
 
 
 
Fig 8.5 Pressure sensor 4: SUN RIVA pilot pressure 
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The test curve, fig 8.5, contains oil within a small enclosed space which makes it very sensitive to 
pressure changes. Even though it changes often, it does not change much, and average value of the test 
curve is close to the value of the SimX curve. Without more in-depth simulation this is a good fit. 
Even though it seems like the test curve spikes a lot, notice the range of the y-axis. It does actually not 
spike much at all. 
8.2 Model dynamics discussion 
System dynamics is the common term for adding additional properties that needs to be calculated for 
valves, pipes and hoses. Dynamics for hoses means elastic properties that are making them expand and 
contract according to oil flow and pressure. Dynamics for pipes include the inertia of the oil and 
elastic properties of the walls. Valve dynamics include undamped natural frequency and damping 
ratio.  
The system was modeled with little to no dynamics because of time limitations. The results would be 
closer to reality if every valve, hose and pipe had its own dynamic behavior, however this would also 
lead to a much longer simulation time because of lots of small calculations for every item with 
dynamic properties. This leads to a very long development time.  
The act of developing a working model is a challenge, since adding dynamic properties to different 
blocks in SimulationX needs much understanding of how this can be modeled. The hydraulic constant 
tension system is very complex, consisting of many valves that are not standardized in the hydraulics 
library in SimulationX. These valves like the RVIA and the CVG compensator has been modeled by 
variable throttle valves, and demands a lot of understanding of dynamical hydraulic systems.   
 
It would be an interesting project to get this model as close to reality as possible by adding proper 
dynamics to every valve, hose line and pipe. 
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9 Conclusion 
The main goal for this thesis is to compare the results between a practical test and a simulated system, 
and to check the force difference of the CT mode of the winch. 
The SimulationX model and the test came up with very similar results, with a few small exceptions. 
The pressures inside the motor block were spot on, but the flow into the motor block was a bit off. 
From fig 8.1 it is apparent that the simulated model’s compensator allows through less flow than the 
real compensator did in the test. Because the flow is dictated by the speed of the motor multiplied with 
the displacement, the difference may be a result of leakage in the real system. In the SimulationX 
model, the motor block becomes a closed loop during lowering in CT mode, requiring no flow because 
there are too few leakages for the compensator to refill. This may change by adding dynamics to the 
model, for example more leakages. 
Simulating a system in SimulationX instead of testing it in the real world is a good alternative. The 
main reason is that setting up a real system takes a lot of time for a lot of people, which lead to 
expenses. Simulations won’t occupy more than one person, but it requires a high level of 
understanding of the program itself and hydraulic systems, especially valve behavior. Using the 
variable throttle valve makes it possible to simulate almost any valve, as long as the datasheet is 
available. This is the reason why it is used to model the non-standard RVIA-LCN valve and the 
compensator. 
Suggestions to further work in for the modeling is to add more dynamics to the SimulationX model 
until all valves, pipes and hoses have their own dynamic behavior, then removing part by part to see 
what has an effect on the results and what does not. 
To find the force difference between when the winch is supposed to pay out wire and when it actually 
does pay out, the load cell values from the test are used. Those are compared to the wire forces 
calculated from the pressure drop over the motor. Fig 7.10 illustrates this in a good way.  
The force difference is calculated by subtracting the measured wire force from the force the winch 
applies to the wire twice; one time for hoisting and a second time for lowering. 
The exact values are listed in this table: 
Load case Force difference 
3 ton hoisting 0,91 ton 
3 ton lowering 0,91 ton 
5 ton hoisting 0,81 ton 
5 ton lowering 1,93 ton 
7 ton hoisting 0,81 ton 
7 ton lowering 3,05 ton 
 
As the load rises, so does the force difference. Future work might be to find ways to optimize and 
improve the system to decrease the force difference. 
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T  ms  Step response time 
t  s  Simulation time 
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Z  m  Wave amplitude η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The hydraulic flow diagram is listed on the following page. 
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A diagram view of the Simulation X model is listed on the next page. 
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The following pages contain datasheets for the most important valves and components for the system. 
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• Pressure at port 2 is directly additive to valve setting.
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Pressure relief position
• Differential pressure across piston orifice causes valve to open.
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Control Valve Group
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Control curves
4 Parker Hanni?n Oy
Lokomec
Tampere, Finland
Catalogue FI-EN104-A
CVG
Control Valve Group
CHARACTERISTICS Design hciwdnashtiwpuorgevlavlortnoC
ngisedetalp
Mounting positions Optional
Ambient temperature range - 30 °C … + 50 °C
Operating pressure (P, A, B, LS) 350 bar
External pilot pressure
(PP) (optional) 45 bar
Permissible tank line (T) pressure 30 bar
Permissible drain line (DR) pressure 10 bar
Nominal ?ow
(with 5 bar pressure drop over CVG30: 500 l/min / section
one control edge of the spool) CVG50: 800 l/min / section
Maximum ?ow/control section CVG30: 750 l/min / section
CVG50: 1200 l/min / section
Maximum ?ow/main
pressure relief valve NS30 inlet section: 800 l/min
nim/l0021:noitcestelni05SN
Solenoids 56PI,DE%001,Am057–0,V42
Spool position control (optional) LVDT
Ampli?er card Parker amplifier programs.
(ask for separate data sheets) Consult your contact in Parker Hannifin
Hydraulic remote control signal 0 - 35 bar
Step response time
Fluid Mineral oil according to
52515NIDdna42515NID
Fluid temperature range - 20 °C … + 70 °C
Contamination level Max. permissible contamination level
according to NAS 1638 Class 8
(Class 9 for 15 Micron and smaller)
or ISO 19/17/14
Weight CVG30
- inlet section P30-1 22 kg
- inlet section P30-2 22 kg
- control section 40 kg
- outlet section T30 22 kg
- outlet section T31 16 kg
CVG50
- inlet section P50-1 60 kg
- inlet section P50-2 60 kg
- control section 84 kg
- outlet section T50 55 kg
- outlet section T51 33 kg
Adapter plate (to connect
CVG30 and CVG50) 39 kg
Surface treatment 2-component epoxy primer
Technical information
CVG30: 300ms
CVG30 high responce: 110ms
CVG50: 800ms
CVG50 high responce: 280ms
Axial Piston Pump
Series PV
22 Parker Hannifin
Pump and Motor Division
Chemnitz, Germany
Catalogue HY30-3243/UK
Code FFC
Shown above is load-sensing compensator, code 
FF1 with an NG6 interface on top of the control valve. 
That allows direct mounting of a pilot valve for pressure 
compensation (see option *FFP and *FFK page 7). This 
version includes the pilot orifice.
Due to the interaction of flow and pressure compensation 
this package has not the ”ideal” control characteristic. The 
deviation is caused by the pilot valves characteristic.
)F A MORE ACCURATE PRESSURE COMPENSATION IS REQUIRED THE 
2-valve load-sensing compensator code FT1 can be 
used. The circuit diagram of this version is shown left. 
Here the interaction of the two control functions is avoided 
by using two separate control valves for flow and pres-
sure compensation.
4HE VALVE COMPENSATOR IS EQUIPPED WITH AN INTERFACE 
NG6 on the compensators top side.
Load-Sensing compensator, code FFC
The load-sensing compensator has an external pilot pres-
sure supply. Factory setting for the differential pressure 
is 10 bar. The input signal to the compensator is the dif-
ferential pressure at a main stream resistor. A load-sens-
ing compensator represents mainly a flow control for the 
pump output flow, because the compensator keeps the 
pressure drop at the main stream resistor constant.
A variable input speed or a varying load(-pressure) has 
CONSEQUENTLY NO INmUENCE ON THE OUTPUT mOW OF THE PUMP 
and the speed of the actuator.
By adding a pilot orifice (Ø 0.8 mm) and a pressure pilot 
valve pressure compensation can be added to the flow 
control function. See the circuit diagram below, left.
Load-Sensing Compensators
Code FFP
= included FF1
= included
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2-valve Load-Sens. 
compensator with 
interface NG6 for 
accessories
code FT1
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Appendix D 
 
 
The electronic wiring diagrams for the PLC and valve control are listed on the next pages. 
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Appendix E 
 
 
The following pages contain the hose list and the component list. 
 
Slangenummer Dimensjon Lengde [mm] Kobling 1 [Grader] Kobling 2 [Grader]
6000 M5K06 950 0 90
6001 M5K06 1000 0 90
6002 G5K-20 580 0 45
6003 M5K-06 1450 0 90
6004 M5K-06 920 0 90
6005 M5K-08 860 0 45
6007 M5K-08 960 0 90
6008 M5K-04 930 0 90
6009 M5K-04 800 0 90
6010 M5K-08 1260 0 45
6012 M5K-08 1000 0 90
6013 G5K-20 680 0 45
6014 M5K-04 2100 0 45
6017 M5K-08 960 0 90
6018 M5K-08 1240 0 45
6019 M5K-06 1300 0 90
6021 M5K-08 2200 0 90
6022 M5K-06 2100 0 90
6025 M5K-06 1250 0 0
6026 M5K-08 1500 0 45
6028 M5K06 710 0 90
6029 G5K-20 1120 0 90
6030 M5K06 1180 0 90
6031 M5K06 1400 0 90
6033 M5K-06 1740 0 90
6037 G5K-20 1410 0 0
6038 G1K-16 630 0 90
6039 M5K-06 1940 0 90
6040 M5K-06 1940 0 90
6041 G1K-16 7910 0 0
6042 M5K-06 3000 0 0
6043 M5K-06 1160 0 90
6044 M5K-06 1120 0 0
6045 G5K-24 2050 0 90
6046 G5K-24 2200 0 0
6047 M5K-06 780 0 90
6050 G5K-32 3500 0 90
6051 G5K-25 3114 0 90
6052 G5K-20 8113 0 90
6053 G5K-20 8730 0 90
6054 G1K-24 3600 0 90
6055 G1K-32 2670 0 90
6056 G1K-24 4070 0 90
6057 M5K-04 4700 0 90
6058 M5K-04 4830 0 90
6059 M5K-04 500 0 0
6060 M5K-04 500 0 0
6061 M5K-04 400 0 90
6062 G1K-24 4000 0 0
6063 M5K-06 14250 0 0
6064 M5K-06 5123 0 0
6066 M5K-06 2370 0 0
6067 G1K-24 2340 0 45
6068 G5K24 2700 0 90
Item number Position Item name Quantity
XXXXXXXX MH01 M01. 16BA 317-4AA96-Z315L EL-MOTOR 1
11005704 MH02 PV270R1K1T1N001 1
10007870 MH03 PVAC1PCMNS35 PRESSURE CUT OFF VALVE 1
10007062 MH04 PVCFEF1N1 LS COMPENSATOR 1
11004788 MH05 PU5484-2 ITEM 11908 TANK TOP ADAPTER 1
11004789 MH06 PU5484-2 ITEM 11907 PUMP ADAPTER 1
XXXXXXXX MH07.1 DF BNHC 660 F3 DM1.1/-B6 1
XXXXXXXX MH07.2 660 D OC3 BN3HC 1
XXXXXXXX MH08 DRAIN FILTER PUMP 1
XXXXXXXX MH09 RETURN FILTER 1
XXXXXXXX MH10 DRAIN FILTER 1
MH11 PRESSURE GAUGE, (TO BOKS SYSTEM) 5
10002265 MH12 BKH14R BALL VALVE 1/4" 1
10001362 MH13 BALL VALVE 3-WAY 3/8", 0-500BAR 1
10006122 MH14.1 BVIPM22-275-G24 24V WANDFLUH PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE 1
10008647 MH14.2 KGG 1222-CO2-1/2"BSP, VALVE HOUSING 1
11005236 MH15 CVG-52-33 MAIN CONTROL VALVE 1
11002436 MH16.1 PRDB-LWN PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE 1
11002437 MH16.2 E4U/S+CXCD-XAN VALVEHOUSING INCLUDED CHECK VALVE 1
10002245 MH17 1SB252P3W6S SEQUENCE VALVE 3/8" 1
10000530 MH18 VFC-NC 05.99.05.00-09 SHUTTLE VALVE 1/4" 1
11009173 MH19 A2FM 107/61W-VAB010 HYDRAULIC MOTOR 2
11007536 MH20 VB-425680E VALVE BLOCK WHIP LINE 1
11007537 MH21 VB-425700E VALVE BLOCK WHIP LINE WITH EMERGENCY LOWERING 1
10002265 MH22 BKH14R BALL VALVE 1/4" 2
11002087 MH23 210511 MOPS/EMERGENCY PAYOUT BLOCK 1
11008371 MH24 HDA4746-A-400-00 HYDAC PRESSURE TRANSMITTER 0-400BAR 7
XXXXXXXX MH25 FLOW SENSOR, 40-600 L/MIN 1
XXXXXXXX MH26 FLOW SENSOR, 1.2-20 L/MIN 1
XXXXXXXX MH27 RETURN BALL VALVE 1
XXXXXXXX MH28 PRESSURE BALL VALVE 1
XXXXXXXX MH29 PRESSURE SAFETY VALVE 1
Appendix F 
 
 
The following pages contain the program for the programmable logic controller. 
 











